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TWO-SCALE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS II. LOCAL REGULARITY,
INFINITE PRODUCTS OF MATRICES AND FRACTALS*
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Abstract. This paper studies solutions of the functional equation

_,

N

f(x)

c,,f(kx- n),

N

Y.n=o

where k>2 is an integer, and
cn k. Part showed that equations of this type have at most one
L-solution up to a multiplicative constant, which necessarily has compact support in [0, N/k-1]. This
paper gives a time-domain representation for such a function f(x) (if it exists) in terms of infinite products
of matrices (that vary as x varies). Sufficient conditions are given on {on} for a continuous nonzero Ll-solution
to exist. Additional conditions sufficient to guarantee fe C are also given. The infinite matrix product
representations is used to bound from below the degree of regularity of such an L 1-solution and to estimate
the H61der exponent of continuity of the highest-order well-defined derivative of f(x). Such solutions f(x)
are often smoother at some points than others. For certain f(x) a hierarchy of fractal sets in R corresponding
to different HSlder exponents of continuity for f(x) is described.
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1. Introduction. This is the second part of a series of two papers concerning
functional equations of the type
N

(1.1)

f(x)

E

c,f(kx- n).

n=0

In Part I (Daubechies and Lagarias (1991)) we discussed existence and uniqueness of
Ll-solutions. We saw that nontrivial Ll-solutions to (1.1) can only exist if IN c,[ >= k.
If Z c, k, then the solution, if it exists at all, is unique and furthermore it has compact
support contained in [0, N/(k-1)]. We shall assume that Z c,=k in this paper.
Functions satisfying equations of type (1.1) arise in many contexts. Our own motivation
lies in the role played by such two-scale difference equations in the construction of
orthonormal bases of compactly supported wavelets (see 6.3 in part I or Daubechies

(1988)). Similar equations characterize certain nowhere differentiable functions constructed by De Rham (1956, 1957, 1959). They also play an important role in interpolating subdivision schemes with applications to computer aided design, on which an
important body of work exists; papers in this subject treating 2-scale difference
equations are, e.g., Dubuc (1986), Micchelli (1986), Dyn, Gregory, and Levin (1987,
1991), Deslauriers and Dubuc (1987, 1989), Micchelli and Prautzsch (1987, 1989), and
Dyn and Levin (1989). All these examples satisfy Z c, k.
For the sake of simplicity we shall usually choose k 2, even though all our
techniques can be applied for general integer values of k >_-2. We shall also restrict
ourselves to real coefficients c, and, correspondingly, real functions f Our analysis
can, however, also be used for complex c,, without any changes. We are thus mainly
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concerned with equations of the type
N

f(x)

(1.2)

E

c,,f(2x- n)

with real c, and E c, 2.
Not all equations of type (1.2), with E c, 2 have a nontrivial Ll-solution. There
exist several possible approaches to the study of existence and smoothness of solutions
to (1.2). One approach uses the trigonometric polynomial p(:) =1/2yN,,=oC,, ei". In
particular, if p(:) can be factored as

p(:) [(1 + ei)/2] TM q(:)

(1.3)
and

sup Iq(:)l < 2

(1.4)

+-,

then there exists a nontrivial Ll-solution f to (1.2), which is, moreover, m times
continuously ditterentiable (Daubechies (1988)). Other sufficient conditions on p
guaranteeing existence and smoothness can be found in Deslauriers and Dubuc
(1987, 1989). Typically these conditions all achieve regularity off by imposing decay
on its Fourier transform f(:). These methods work best when p() is a nonnegative
function, as illustrated by Deslauriers and Dubuc (1987), who obtain very sharp
information about the regularity of functions f constructed via a symmetric Lagrangian
interpolation scheme. For more general examples, lacking the positivity of p(:), this
analysis leads to less than optimal results (Daubechies (1988), Deslauriers and Dubuc

(1989)).
In this paper we use a different technique to study the regularity of solutions of

(1.2). It is essentially a "time domain" method, in the sense that it does not involve
Fourier transforms at any stage. This time domain approach hinges on the fact that if
f satisfies (1.2), then the values f(x) can be easily calculated, recursively, for all dyadic
x, i.e., all x of the type m2-J(m 7,j 1), if the values f(m) at the integers are known.
Provided suitable conditions are satisfied, we can then show that there exists a conthus defining f(x). In fact, an explicit
tinuous extension of these f(rn2 -j) to all of
formula for f(x) can be expressed using an infinite product of matrices (depending
on x). It is then possible to discuss the H61der continuity, differentiability, etc., of this
extension, which is the desired solution of (1.2).
We explain the matrix technique in detail in 2. We show how to choose a
"correct" initialization {f(m); rn 7} for the iterative spline approximation to f, and
we formulate sufficient conditions on the c, guaranteeing that the process converges
to a continuous Ll-solution of (1.2). We also compute lower bounds for the H61der
exponent of the resulting function f(x). In 3 we show how similar ideas, using the
sum rules (1.5) together with some technical conditions, can be used to prove that

,

fC

.

The time domain method proposed here leads in many instances to sharper results
than the Fourier transform methods mentioned above. One such example is the function
b plotted in Fig. l(a) (or in Fig. 3(a) in Part I). Even when handled with care, the
Fourier transform method only establishes that the HiSlder exponent of 4 is at least
.5-e (see Daubechies (1988)). In fact b is H61der continuous with exponent 2In (1 +x/)/ln 2 .5500...; the method presented in this paper achieves this (optimal)
result. Moreover, the Fourier transform method typically only controls global regularity
properties: the detailed, local analysis of the regularity of solutions to (1.2), accessible
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via our matrix method as explained in 4, is wholly outside the reach of Fourier
transform based techniques. Using the time domain approach we can show, e.g., that
the function b in Fig. la is almost everywhere differentiable, and that its H61der
exponent .5500... is determined by a dense set of "bad" points which has zero measure.
In fact, there exists a whole hierarchy of fractal sets, all with zero measure, corresponding to the H/51der exponent between .5500... and 1. Another interesting example is the
basic function associated to the dyadic interpolation scheme first studied in Dubuc
(1986) and Dyn, Gregory and Levin (1987). In this case the function p()= c,,e i’ve
is positive, allowing the Fourier transform method to achieve the already optimal result
f C 2- for the global regularity of f. Our time domain method recovers this result
(although by a more involved analysis than via the Fourier transform method), but it
also establishes that f is almost everywhere twice differentiable, which is a result outside
the reach of the Fourier transform method. A detailed discussion of these and other
examples can be found in 5.
When we developed this technique, we were unaware of related and at that time
unpublished work of Micchelli and Prautzsch (1989) and Dyn and Levin (1989), to
which referees drew our attention. Let us give a short overview of the situation, pointing
out the overlap and the differences between our work and theirs. The two papers by
Micchelli and Prautzsch (1989) and the two by Dyn and Levin (1989) (hereafter called
IMP] and [DL]) are both motivated by the applications of interpolation subdivision
schemes to computer aided design (see Micchelli (1986), Micchelli and Prautzsch
(1987) and Dyn, Gregory, and Levin (1987, 1989)). The coefficients cn in an interpolation subdivision scheme typically satisfy c2n+o 8bO for some no, but both IMP] and
[DL] are applicable to more general coefficient choices. [MP] focuses on the existence
and smoothness of solutions to (1.2), whereas [DL] is more concerned with the
convergence of the corresponding interpolation scheme, that is, in the language of 4
in part I, with existence of smooth solutions and convergence of the cascade algorithm
to these solutions. It is proved in [DL] that the cascade algorithm converges to a C L
solution only if the coefficients c satisfy the L + 1 "sum rules"

E c,,nl(-1)

(1.5)

=0,

/=0,..., L.

Moment conditions of the type (1.5) also turn up in a different context. If the solution
f to (1.2) has the property that the integer translates f(. n), n 7/are all independent,
then the moment condition (1.5) is equivalent to saying that all the polynomials of
degree at most L can be written as combinations of the f(.- n), and can therefore be
obtained exactly by the associated subdivision scheme. See Cavaretta, Dahmen, and
Micchelli (1989) for a general multivariate discussion of this aspect. Sum rules of type
(1.5) are in fact satisfied by all interesting examples (wavelets as well as interpolating
schemes); it is easy to check that they are equivalent to the requirement that p(sc) can
be factored as in (1.3). If we are concerned with only the existence of a reasonably
smooth solution to (1.2), without convergence of the cascade algorithm to this solution,
then conditions (1.5) are not necessary, and [MP] do not, in fact, use them. The
discussion of possible solutions f(x) to (1.2) in [MP] makes use of the same matrices
as our approach. In particular, for the choice k 2, we deal with two matrices To and
T1, both determined by the c,, and f(x) is then given by the limit
lim

[Td,(x)Td2(x

Ta.(x

f(0)
f(1)
f(-1)
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where the index dr(x is the jth digit in the binary expansion for x (see 2). A very
special structure of the matrices To, T1 is then required for f to be a C/-function: both
matrices have to have the eigenvalues 1, 1/2,..., 2 -/, and the corresponding left eigenvectors
L) have to define flags of nested subspaces with very particular
(1 0,
properties (see 5 in [MP] or 2, 3 below). In our paper, we require that the sum
rules (1.5) hold; as shown by examples and by IMP], they are not necessary, but they
make it possible to write very explicit expressions for the eigenvectors e el. It turns
out that (1.5) forces the eT, to satisfy many of the conditions in [MP], which explains
why we have only one technical condition (as compared to the four conditions in
Theorem 5.2 in [MP]). If this condition is satisfied, then a simple spline approximation
argument proves that the function f is indeed L times continuously differentiable. This
simple argument was partly suggested to us by one of the anonymous referees, who
we would like to thank here. In an appendix we shortly sketch our original, longer
approach, which does not use splines but which can be generalized to certain higherdimensional situations where splines would be hard to use.
Another difference between our paper and [MP] is that we also exploit the structure
of the matrices To, T1 to study local regularity properties of f: the importance of the
binary expansion of x in determining f(x) means that points with different frequencies
of the digits 1 or 0 in their binary expansion correspond to different lo-cal H61der
exponents for f In fact, this feature, first observed experimentally in graphs of
orthonormal wavelet bases with compact support, was one of our main motivations
for undertaking this study.

e, e

,

,

e

2. Continuity and H61der continuity. If f satisfies (1.2), then the values of f(x)
can be computed explicitly, recursively, for all dyadic rationals x, i.e., for all x of the
type m2-(m7,jN), if the values f(m) at the integers m are known. If f is
continuous, then the f(m2 -) suffice to determine f everywhere; a sequence of convergent spline approximations was constructed in Theorem 4.1 in part I. However, for
general cn and for arbitrarily chosen f(m) this procedure will typically diverge and
not lead to a continuous function at all. The following proposition gives a necessary
condition that the cn have to satisfy and specifies restrictions on the choice of the
initial values f(m) for the iteration scheme.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that N
=o C 2. Iff is a nontrivial continuous L 1-solution
to (1.2), then:
(1 o) The N 1) x N 1 dimensional matrix M defined by

Mij

C2i-j,

1 <-- i, j <--_ N- 1

has 1 as an eigenvalue.
(2 ) The (N 1) dimensional vector (f(1),.
f (N 1)) is a right eigenvector of
M with eigenvalue 1, and f(m) 0 for all m <= 0 and m >-_ N.
Proof. By Corollary 2.2 in part I, support (f) [0, N]. This implies that f(m) 0
[]
for m 0, m >_-N. The other conclusions follow from Theorem 5.1 in part I.
In what follows we shall impose that the cn satisfy the first sum rule in (1.5); this
condition is sufficient (but not necessary) for (1 ) to hold. Explicitly,
N

E

(2.1)
or, equivalently, since

(2.2)

Yn c,

(-1)"c, 0

2,
c2.

c2.+1

1.
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This condition is satisfied in all the practical examples discussed in part I. It also has
a very simple interpretation in the cascade algorithm (see 1.4). In this algorithm, the
which are computed from
jth level consists of (2 j- 1)N+ 1 different coefficients
the (j- 1)th level via

a,

aJ2m

aJ2m+l

C2(m-k)aJk,
k

C2(m-k)+laJk
k

(see, e.g., Micchelli and Prautzsch (1987), Dyn, Gregory, and Levin (1989) or
Daubechies (1988)). The condition (2.2) states, therefore, that the total weight of the
-1
in the computation of
is independent of m. In the case where the cascade

a

a

algorithm simplifies to an interpolation subdivision scheme, this "equal opportunity"
condition is automatically satisfied, since then
c+2,

(see 1.4),

6,o for some

hence
N

2m+1+/

Cn+l-

1

Cn

C2m+l--

Z C2m+,.

1

n=O

If the scaling factor k is an integer larger than 2, then (2.2) has to be rewritten as

(2.2’)

Ckn

f Ckn+l

Ckn+(k_l)

1.

This is again an "equal opportunity" condition when looked at from the point of view
of the cascade algorithm. Note that (2.2’) is equivalent to requiring that p()=
N
in is divisible by
(l+eie+ "+ei(k-)).
,__o c, e
We return to the dyadic case (k=2), and we assume that (2.2) is satisfied. It
immediately follows that for all j, 1-<_j_-< N-1,
N-1

N--1

Mij--i=1

2i_j---1,
i=1

where Mij C2i--j (see above, or 1.5) and where we use the convention Cl 0 if < 0
or l> N. Consequently, 1 is an eigenvalue of M, with left eigenvector (1, 1,..., 1).
The necessary condition in Proposition 2.1 (1 ) is therefore satisfied.
Let us assume that the eigenvalue 1 of M is nondegenerate. (This will be guaranteed
by a technical condition below.) Then there is a unique (up to normalization) right
eigenvector a with eigenvalue 1 for M. This eigenvector cannot be orthogonal to the
N-1
left eigenvector (1, 1,..., 1), i.e., Y.i= ai 0, so that we can normalize a to have
N--1
i= ai 1. We then pick the f(n) to be

f(n) =a,
=0

n

1,.

n--<_0

., N- 1

or

n>-N.

We define successive spline approximations f to f as in 1.4:
(1) fo(x) is linear on every n, n + 1 ],
fo(n) =f(n),

(2)

f VJfo,

where V is the linear operator
N

(2.3)

Vg)(x)

c,g(2x- n).
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If f is continuous, then the f converge to f (see Theorem 4.1 in part I). A priori we
have, however, no reason to expect a continuous solution to (1.2); in fact, for many
choices of the cn, even if they satisfy (2.2), f will not be continuous, and the f will
converge to f only in some distributional sense. We shall impose further conditions
on the cn which will enable us to prove that the f constitute a Cauchy sequence in
L which then automatically leads to continuity for f. In order to do this, we introduce
a "vector" notation.
Finding solutions to (1.2) is the same as finding fixed points for the linear operator
V defined in (2.3). We shall only be concerned here with functions g supported on
[0, N] support (f). For such functions (2.3) can be rewritten in "vector" form. Define
the vector valued function w: [0, 1 N by

,

(2.4)

-

w(x) g(x + n- 1),

n

1,.

., N.

Knowing the function g is equivalent to knowing w: [0, 1 ]- N. Note that necessarily

(2.5)
w(0) w(1)_, for 2 =<j =< N.
Moreover, g is continuous if and only if w is continuous on [0, 1] and if
w(0), 0 =w(1).
(2.6)
Let us now define the linear operator V on vector valued functions w satisfying (2.5),
(2.6) by

Vg)(x + n 1),
where we assume w and g are linked as in (2.4). Then V is given explicitly by
if x <- 1/2,
Tow(2x)
Vw(x)
(2.7)
(TlW(2X- 1) if x => 1/2,
where To, T are the N x N-matrices defined by

(Vw)(x),

[

(To)0
(T1)0

(2.8)

1 <= i,j <= N,
l<-i,j<=N,

Czi--j--1,

c2_,

or

Co

0

0

C2

C

CO

0
0

C4

C3

2

Cl

0

0

0
0

CO

0
0
0

0

C

CO

C3

C2

0 0 0
0
Cl Co 0

0

0

0

0
0
0

CN

0

Note that if we strip either To of its first row and column, or T1 of its last row and
column, then the resulting (N-1) (N-1) matrix is exactly M. Moreover, (2.2)
1) is a left eigenvector of both
implies that the N-dimensional row vector el (1,"
To and T1, with eigenvalue 1,

,

el

To

el

el
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Formula (2.7) can be written more succinctly if we use binary expansions. For any
x [0, 1] we can write
x=

Y’. d2 -j, wheredj=0orl

for allj.

j=l

We then define the action of the shift operator " on x by

(2.9)

’x=

E d 2-+1.

j=2

This corresponds to shifting the decimal point in the binary expansion of x one step
to the right and dropping the old first decimal. In fact,
’x=

2x
2x-1

if 0=<x<1/2,

if1/2<x<=l.
for x =1/2; we shall

Note that this does not yet define -x
come back below to what
happens at x 1/2. For x 1/2, (2.3) can therefore be rewritten as

Vw(x) Ta)w(-x),

(2.10)

where we have introduced the notation d(x) for the jth digit in the binary expansion
of x. For x 1/2 the first digit in the binary expansion (2.9) is not well defined, since we
can take either d 0, d 1 for j ->_ 2 or d 1, d 0 for j >= 2. Extending (2.10) to
x 1/2 leads, therefore, to two different equations, depending on which choice was made
for the binary expansion of 1/2,

w(1/2) Tow(l)

or

w(1/2) Tw(0).

For w satisfying the restrictions (2.5), (2.6), there is, however, no contradiction between
these two equations, since (T), (To)+,j+a for 1 <_- i,j =< N- 1. Equation (2.10) therefore holds true for any x [0, 1].
Let us apply all this to the spline functions f and define

[vj(x)],=f(x+n-1),

j,

n=l,...,N.

It follows that

v(x) (WVo)(X)
Tdl(x)Td2(x

Tdj(x)0(7"Jx).

Now that we have introduced all the necessary notation, we are in a position to
formulate the main result of this section.
We will use the operator norm for matrices defined by IIT]] =sup,o ]lTv][/llv]l,
2
where Ilvll is the Euclidean norm of v, ]]vll 2= jN=, Vj.
N satisfy
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the c,, n 0,.

.,

C2n--- C2n+l "-1.
Define the N x N-matrices To and T1 by
(To)ij c2i-j-1,
(T1)o c2,_j, 1 =< i, j =< N.
Define E1 to be the (N-1)-dimensional subspace orthogonal to el (1,..., 1), the
common left eigenvector of To, T for the eigenvalue 1. Assume that there exist A < 1 and
C > 0 such that, for all m

,

(2.11)

max
dj=Oor l,j= l,...,m

IITd, Td2

TI,II--< cA

.
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Then the following hold"
1 The eigenvalue 1 is of the (N 1) x (N 1)-dimensional matrix M defined by
M. ci_, 1 <-i,j <-N-1 is simple and there is an associated right eigenvector a with
Ei--1 ai 1.
(2) The vector-valued functions vj(x) defined above satisfy el v/(x) 1 for allj N,
all x [0, 1 ].
(3) The corresponding functions f converge uniformly to a continuous function f,

- - < c2-Jllnhl/ln2.

1[ -f

(4) The limitfunction f is an L-solution to (1.2); it is normalized so that
1, and it is Hiilder continuous,

If(x) f(Y)l <-- C[x

(2.12)
with a

[In hi/In 2.

Proof. (1) The constraint (2.16) automatically implies that 1 is a simple eigenvalue
of To and T. Indeed, if 1 were not a simple eigenvalue of, e.g., To, then there would
exist a right eigenvector for To in E, with eigenvalue 1 (regardless of whether the
eigenvalue 1 is degenerate or not, in which last case the matrix To, restricted to the
invariant subspace for the eigenvalue 1, can be brought in Jordan normal form but
not diagonalized). It would then immediately follow that

e

_

contradicting (2.11 ).
(2) We already know that 1 is an eigenvalue of M and that the (N 1)-dimensional
vector (1,..., 1) is a left eigenvector for this eigenvalue. Since (To)+.+=M,
1 <= i,j =< N- 1 and (To) =0 for j_-> 2, we find that any eigenvalue of M is an eigenvalue
of To, with at least the same multiplicity. Since 1 is a simple eigenvalue of To, it is,
therefore, also a simple eigenvalue of M. It then follows from arguments presented
above that the right eigenvector a for the eigenvalue 1 of M can be normalized so that
N-1
a- 1. As previously agreed, we then define

[o(X]-a_(-x)+ax,

n-

,...,

N,

with the convention ao 0 an.
(3) From the normalization of a, it now follows that, for all x [0, 1],
N

e. o(X-

E

[o(X]----

n=l

We now prove, by induction, that the same is true for all
Then, for all x [0, 1],

.

Suppose e. j(x)= 1.

where we have used e. To--e =e. T.
(4) Next we show that the (x) are uniformly bounded. Since
all k, x, it follows that (x)-(x) E for all k, 1, x. Hence

ch

sup
y[o,]

e. (x)= 1 for
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Consequently,
k
j=l

<-sup [Ivo(y)ll+f(1-A) -1 sup [Ivl(y)-vo(y)[I,
y[0,1]

y[0,1]

IIv(x)ll

is bounded uniformly in k and in x.
(5) Together with el" Vk(X)= 1, the uniform boundedness of the Vk(X) implies
that the Vk constitute a Cauchy sequence in L-norm. Indeed, since
so that

Ilvj+(x)-vj(x) II- IITd,(,,)’’’Ta(x)[V(X)--Vo(X)]
-<_2CA

sup
l,y

Ilvj+k(x)-vj(x)ll can be made arbitrarily small by choosing j
large enough, independently of k. It follows that there exists a limit,

we find that supx[o,1]

v(x) lim b(x),
j-oo

which is continuous since all the
in x,

v

sup

are continuous and the convergence is uniform

Ilv(x)

x[0,1]

Since every

[0, N] by

v (x)ll -< CM.

v satisfies (2.5), (2.6), so does v. It follows that the function f defined on

f(x) [v(x Ix] )] [x]+l
(where Ix] denotes the largest integer not exceeding x) is continuous, and that
(2.13)
IIf-fll_-< CA j= C2 -"
with a

Iln A l/In 2.

(6) Since f

Vf-l, the limit function f satisfies f= Vf, i.e., f is a solution to (1.2),
sincefis bounded and compactly supported. We have, moreover,
el. v(x)= lim_. el. vj(x)= 1, so that

which is necessarily L

dxf(x)=

dx

E

[v(x)],= 1.

(7) The Hhlder continuity follows from (2.13) and standard spline results translating estimates on how well a function can be approximated by piecewise polynomials
into H61der estimates on the function itself. (See, e.g., Theorem 6.10 in Schumaker
(1981), which uses approximations by piecewise constant functions rather than piecewise linear f; an estimate similar to (2.13) can also be proved for piecewise constant
approximations to f) For the sake of convenience, we also give a direct proof by the
following short argument. Suppose that 2 -(j+l) -<- y--x<=2 -j. Then there exists N so
that one of the two following alternatives holds" (1 1)2 -j <- x <- y <- 12 -j or (l 1)2 -j _-<
x <-_ 12 -j -< y _-< (l + 1)2 -j. We shall only discuss the second case; the first one is similar.
We then have

]f(x) -f(Y)l <----If(x) -fj(x)[ + [f(x) -fj(/2-)
+ If(/2-) -(y)l
<= 2C2 + ](x) -f(/2-)I + I(y) -(12-) 1,

-

-
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-

-=

by (2.13). Because of the choice of l, there exists k N so that x’= x-k and 1’2
k are both in [0, 1]. We can, moreover, choose binary expansions for x’ and 1’2
12
with coinciding first j digits (choose the expansion ending in ones for I’2 and if x’
is dyadic, the expansion ending in zeros for x’). It follows that

-,

[[Ta(,)’’’ Td(,)[Vo(’x’) -Vo(’(/’2-))]l
_< CA
C2-,
where we have used (2.11), the boundedness of v0, and v0(u)-vo(U’) e E1 for all u, u’.
Similarly we can bound [f(y)-f(/2-J)l; putting it all together leads to

If(x)-f(y)l C’2-= C"lx-yl =,
which is (2.12).
U
Remarks. (1) Note that the argument in point (7) would also work, in principle, if
A <1/2. In that case If(x)-f(y)l<= cIx-yl / woud follow, with e > 0, which is, only
possible if f= constant. Since support (f)=[0, N] and f is continuous, this implies
f--0. It follows that A in (2.11) necessarily satisfies A _->1/2.
(2) Under the conditions of this theorem, for 0-<x -< 1 all infinite products
of the matrices To and T converge to the limit matrices
Tda(x)Td2(x)Td3(x

Tdt(x)Td2(x)Td3(x

f(x)
f (x + l)

f(x)
f(x + 1)

.....

f(x)
f(x + 1)

f(x+)V-1) f(x+)V-1)

f(x+N-1)

Theorem 2.2 is similar to Theorem 5.1 in Micchelli and Prautzsch (1989), with
the following differences. On one hand, IMP] are only interested in continuity, and
technical condition (b) in their Theorem 5.1 is a little less tight than our (2.11), although
both are very similar. On the other hand, they have extra conditions (a), (c), (d), which
are here automatically satisfied because we have restricted ourselves to the case where
the sum rule (2.2) holds.
To apply Theorem 2.2 we have to verify the technical condition (2.11). It might
seem impossible to check in practice, since it involves the norms of infinitely many
products of matrices. It turns out, however, that (2.11) can be reduced to a criterion
that uses only a finite-time computer search. This is the constant of the next lemma.
LEMMA 2.3. Define

(2.14)

A

IITdl... TdmlE,

max
dj=0orl

1/m.

j=l,...,m

A necessary and sufficient condition for (2.11)

(2.15)

Proof. Suppose Am < 1.

Am < 1
Write n

to hold is that

for some m e N.
qm + r, with q, r e N, 0 _-< r < m. Then

A < max (1, A1,

, Am-1)Am Am.

,,-1
This implies (2.11) with A A,, < 1, and C A,"+ max (1,
Conversely, if
Am-i).
U
(2.11) is satisfied, then A,,-< c1/mA, hence A < 1 for large enough m.
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In some examples, the smallest value m for which (2.14) holds may still be too
large: up to a formidable 2" matrix norms may have to be checked for every candidate
m. In the next section, we shall see some additional tricks to simplify the search.
The technical condition (2.11) or (2.14) on To, T1 can be interpreted as a "spectral"
constraint. In fact, given two matrices So, $1, we can define (Rota and Strang (1960),
Daubechies and Lagarias (1991)) the joint spectral radius for So, $1 by

(2.16)

t3(So, $1) lim sup

lisa,... Sdmlillm]

max
dj=0orl
j=l,...,m

In the case where the two matrices are identical, it is well known that (2.16) reduces
to the spectral radius. We have the following.
LEMMA 2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for (2.11) to hold is that the joint
spectral radius I3(ToIE,, TilE,)< 1.
Proof We have t;(Tol,, TII,) lim SUpm- Am. If t;(Tol,, Tlle) < 1, then A,, < 1
follows for large enough m. On the other hand, the proof of Lemma 2.3 above shows
[q
which leads to t3(TolE, TIIE) < 1.
that h, < 1 implies h, =< c1/nlm for all n
all
but
if
Note that
not
(Tol,Tl[,)-Ao 1, then (2.11) holds for h> ho,
necessarily for h ho.
Remarks. (1) As noted before, the sum rule Y c2,= c2,+1 is not necessary for
a continuous solution to exist. An example is the continuous function f(x)=x/2
for 0-<x=<2, 2-x/2 for 2-<_x=<4, zero otherwise, which satisfies f(x)=
1/2f(2x)+f(2x-2)+1/2f(2x-4), with Y c2,=2, E C2n+l"-0" This example has been
obtained by "stretching" an equation that does satisfy (2.1)" the function f(x)=f(2x)
satisfies

,

f(x) 1/2f(2x) + jT(2x

1) + 1/2f(2x 2).

Consequently, the matrices To, T1 still have many interesting properties in this case,
even though they do not have a common left eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1.
(2) By the same argument as in the remark following Theorem 2.3, we necessarily
have Am---->1/2 for any choice of m t, where h, is as defined by (2.14).
(3) For any matrix T the spectral radius p(T),

p(T) max {llxl;/x eigenvalue of T},
is given by

p(T) lim

IIT’II

1/’--

inf IIT’II 1/’.

If we restrict the choices dl,’", d, in (2.11) to either all zero or all 1, it follows,

therefore, that

(2.17)

p(To[z,), p(TI[E,) < A,

i.e., all the other eigenvalues of To, T1 (excluding 1) have absolute value smaller than
A < 1. The condition p(To[zl), p(TI[e,)< 1 is, however, not sufficient to ensure that
(2.11) holds. An example is given by

N=3;

Co=-.75, c1=.2,
c2

1.75,

c3

.8.

In this case the spectra of To, T1 are {1,-.75, .95} and {1, .8, .95}, respectively. We
have, therefore, p(Tol,)= p(TllE1)= .95. On the other hand, the spectrum of To, T1 is
{1, .50976...,-1.06226...}, implying that A,, => (1.06226...)1/2> 1 for any rn.
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(4) Because of the special structure (2.8) of To, T1, it can easily be shown that
spectrum (To)

{Co} t_J spectrum (M),

spectrum (T1)

{CN} t_J spectrum (M).

In order for (2.11) to be satisfied, it is therefore necessary that Icol, Ic l-< 1.
(5) At the end of Deslauriers and Dubuc (1989), which mainly concerns the
solutions of an equation of type (1.2) corresponding to a symmetric Lagrangian
interpolation scheme, a conjecture is presented concerning generalizations to other,
non-Lagrangian, interpolation schemes. Translated in our present terminology, this
conjecture reads as follows.
CONJECTURE 2.5. Assume that
c,
2n+1--1. Define the bounded operator
A On 12(7/) by (Aa)=l c2j_lat. Then there exists a continuous nontrivial solution to
(1.2) if 1 is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of A and if all the other eigenvalues of A have
modulus strictly smaller than 1.
The operator A does have a rather bothersome spectrum, however; we find that
all the complex numbers with modulus strictly smaller than 1 are in the point spectrum
of A. For the simple case Co 1, c C_ 1/2, C 0 for In[ > 1, e.g., and h C, [hi < 1,
the sequence a defined by

,

a_ =0,
a =0,

nN

a=l, a.2

A

a=0 if n_-->5,

.

-2h ",

n3.2

a.2m=h’(h+l)
or 4.2

is clearly in le(7/), and satisfies Aa x= Aa It follows that the closed unit disk is part
of the spectrum of A. In practice, it may be very hard to decide whether 1 is the only
element on the unit circle that is not only in the spectrum of A, but also a true eigenvalue
of A. For this reason, this conjecture, even if true, does not seem to give an easily
checkable criterion for a given set of c, to lead to a continuous solution of (1.2).
We can prove a result analogous to Conjecture 2.5. Define, for any two matrices
So, $1, their "generalized spectral radius" by Daubechies and Lagarias (1991)

p(S1, S2) lim sup
n-co

max

p(Sd"

Sd,,)l/n],

dj=0,or
j=l,...,n

where p(S) denotes the usual spectral radius. Berger and Wang (1991) prove that

p(Sa, $2) (S,, $2).

_,

-

,

Consequently Theorem 2.2. and Lemma 2.4 give the following.
THEOREM 2.6. Assume that the c, n 0,..., N satisfy c 1
c+. Then
there exists a continuous nontrivial solution to (1.2) if p(To],, T],)< 1.
It would be of interest to determine necessary and sufficient conditions on {c,}
for the existence of a continuous solution to (2.1) having c 1
ce+.
(6) The same analysis can be done for two-scale difference equations having larger
(integer) values of k. In general, there will then be k different (No+l)
(No + 1)-matrices To,
Tk-1, where No is the largest integer strictly smaller than
N/(k-1). Instead of binary expansions of x e [0, 1], we take the expansion of x in
base k. Otherwise, the proofs carry over without change.

,

3. Higher-order regularity. If L additional "sum rules" of the type (2.1) are
satisfied, then techniques similar to those that proved continuity and H/Slder continuity

,
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in the preceding section can be used to show that f C with > 1. The enlarged set
of "sum rules" is
N

(-1)nn Icn 0 for

(3.1)

L;

0,1,

n-----0

=o
N

this is equivalent to requiring that p()- 1/2
c e in is divisible by (1 + e i) TM. For
L-0, (3.1) reduces to (2.1). We define the vectors uj E,j- 1,..., L+ 1, by

(Uj)k- k j-l,

(3.2)

k- 1,

N.

The vector Ul is a common left eigenvector of To, Ta, with eigenvalue 1. Similarly the
-j/a
(see below). This
uj lead us to left eigenvectors of To and Ta with eigenvalue 2
spectral analysis of To, T1 can then be used to prove the following generalization of
Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the c, n- 0,... N, satisfy
c 2 and

n=oV

,
N

(-1)nlcn --O

for 1-0,1,...,L.

n=0

For every m- 1,..., L/ 1, define Em to be the subspace of R rv orthogonal to UmSpan {Hi,
u} where uj (1 j-i, 2-a,..., N-I). Assume that there exist 1/2 <- A < 1,
0 <- <-_ L(l N) and C > 0 such that, for all binary sequences (dj), and all m

,

,

]lTdl

(3.3)

T I+11--<

Then

(1) There exists a nontrivial continuous Ll-solution ffor the two-scale equation (1.2)
associated with the cn
(2) This solution f is times continuously differentiable;
(3) If A >1/2, then the lth derivative f) off is H61der continuous, with exponent at
least
AI/ln 2; if A =1/2, then the lth derivative off is almost Lipschitz: it satisfies

fl
If’(x + t)-f(t)(t)l--< Cltllln Itll.

Iln

Remarks. (1) The restriction A <-_ 1/2 means only that we pick the largest possible
L, then we shall see below that
integer l-< L for which (3.3) holds with A < 1. If
necessarily A _>- 1/2; if < L and A < 1/2, then we could replace by + 1 and A by 2A, and
(3.3) would hold for a larger integer I.
(2) The formulation of Theorem 3.1 implicitly assumes that L + 1 < N. If L + 1 N,
then Ut/a=R Et/a={0}, and condition (3.3) becomes meaningless. In the case
L + 1 N, the (N + 1) coefficients c, are completely determined by the N "sum rules"
(3 1) and the requirement ,=0 c, 2. The characteristic determinant of the resulting
system of N + 1 linear equations is different from zero (it can be written as a positive
linear combination of positive Vandermonde determinants); the unique solution to the
N. For N 2, e.g., we find Co 1/2, C 1, C2--1/2. The
system is c, 2-N+I(nN), 1 --0,"
is
function
corresponding
f(x) given by

,

u

{

f(x)

0-<--1<-- 1’

-x

l_--<x<-2.

a.

This function is Lipschitz but not C This is typical of what happens for larger values
of N, when L + 1 N: the corresponding function f is the B-spline function of degree
L, which is C L-a, and its (L- 1)-th derivative is Lipschitz, but not everywhere ditterentiN, where the left
able. The points where f(L-a) fails to be differentiable are 0, 1,.

.,
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and right Lth derivatives of f do not coincide. In most of what follows we shall
implicitly assume L + 1 < N.
To prove Theorem 3.1, we shall need several technical lemmas. The first one shows
how the uj are related to left eigenvectors of To, T1 with eigenvalue 2 -j+l.
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that (3.1) holds. Let To,T1 be defined as in (2.8), u,j=
L + 1. For all
L + 1 as in (3.2). Define U: Linear span {Ul,
1,
u}, j 1,
L + 1, 2 is an eigenvalue of both To, T1. The corresponding left eigenvectors,
j 1,
o
denoted by e,
ej respectively, are both in U:. Wefix their normalization by requiring that
0
e Uj, e -u U_I. Then

,

-

,

,

,

e

(3.4)

(-1)

1

k=l

e

or, equivalently

e:

(3.5)

,

1

/c=l

e,.

L,
Proof. (I) Define, for k 0,.
C=Y (2n)c, Y (2n+ 1)c,+.
We then easily check from the definitions (2.8), (3.2) of To, T, and the
n=l

1

,=

-I

,

that

L + I. It follows that, for every j, 1 j L + I, there are left eigenvectors
for j I,
of {u, u2,"" ", u:}. We
for both To, T, with eigenvalue 2 -:+, in the linear span
o
denote these eigenvectors by e,
respectively. Then
o

(3.6)

n=l

n=l

where we take aj,:

1

(2) From (3.6) and

b.:.o

e:. To

o
2 -:+1 e:,
e:1.T1=2 -:+1 e:, we derive

=

(3.7)

a,

=

1

n

m-1

i=o

(j-

(3.8a)

1

o, and the

-

a,.

a,, b, recursively, staing from

These equations determine
follows that

where o

C2

,

fl

(j-

satisfy the recursions

=oZ (k

1

i)’.

C-’2i’

%,

b,. From (3.7)

it
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(3) Together with ao 1 =/30, the recursions (3.8) imply that
k

(3.9)

1

Y (--1)’ t-,
,:o

ak

or, equivalently,
k

1

i=0

One way of checking this is to verify that if the/3i satisfy (3.8a), then the right-hand
side of (3.9) satisfies (3.8b). It follows that

a,,,

(-1) j-kbk.,.

k-1

k=n

[3
This implies (3.4) and (3.5).
Instead ofthe piecewise linear splines in 2, here we shall use piecewise polynomial
splines of degree 21+ 1, where is the same as in (3.3). We shall determine the initial
spline function fo for the iteration by fixing the values offok)(m), 0 <- n <-- N, 0<--_ k<= I.
They will be defined in terms of the right eigenvectors of To, T1 for the eigenvalues 1,
,..-, 2-. We first show that these eigenvalues are all simple.
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that (3.1) and (3.3) hold. Then the l+l eigenvalues
2 of To, T1 are all simple.
1, 1/2,.
o
L+ 1 are left eigenvectors of To with eigenvalue
h 1
Proof. Since the ej,
2 -+1, there exists an appropriate basis transformation B such that BToB -1 has the form

,

-

1
0

0

0

1/2
0

0

0

2 -t

A

-

where A, C are (N-L-1)x(L+I)- and (N-L-1)x(N-L-1)-dimensional
matrices, respectively. The roots of the characteristic equation for To are, therefore,
1, 1/2,..., 2 together with the roots of the characteristic equation for C. It is easily
checked that C= BI+,ToI+,B-’IB+,; the spectral radius p(C) of C can, therefore,
be bounded by

p(C) lim sup
kc

<-lim sup
kcx3

_--< lim sup

[[IBI+,II IIB-11.+,II cAk2-lk] 1/k

k-cx3

A2-/< 2 -l.
It follows that the eigenvalues 1, 1/2,.

., 2

-t

of To are also simple. A similar argument
applies to T1.
Since the eigenvalues 1, 1/2,
2 -t of To are also simple, it makes sense to introduce
1 _-< k <- + 1, which are uniquely determined,
the corresponding right eigenvectors
up to normalization. We fix their normalization by requiring

,

,

l<_k,k’<__l+l.
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We similarly define right eigenvectors
of T1 corresponding to the eigenvalues
1, 1/2,..., 2 -1, with normalization determined by

l<_k,k’<_l+l.
We now define the piecewise polynomial spline for fo of degree 21+ 1 by

(--I)kk !(+),+i,

"

(3.10)

aJ)’n’=

k=O,..’, I,
n=0,...,N-l,
k=0,...,l,
n=N.

0,

,

Remark. Because (To)in Coting, the vector (1, 0,.
0) is a left eigenvector of To
< k <- would
since
2-I
with eigenvalue Co. It follows that
},
{1,
Co 2 -k, 0imply the existence of two linearly independent left eigenvectors for 2 -k. Consequently,
0 for 0 =< k -</. (We can prove completely analogously
(+) (1, 0,
0)
that the right eigenvectors
of T1 satisfy (,+I)N =0 for k= 1,..-, l.) For n=0,
(3.10), therefore, specializes to

ce

,

,

,+

fok)(o) O,

k

0,..., l,

so that, despite appearances, there is complete symmetry between the constraints at
zero and at N, the two ends of the support of fo.
As in 2, we again use the "folding" process that associates to a function g:
with support [0, N], the vector valued function w, [0, 1]- N by means of

-

[w(x)],=g(x+n-1),

x6[0,1], n=l,...,N.

The function g is times continuously differentiable if and only if w is
continuously ditterentiable on [0, 1],

[wk)(0)], [wk)(1)],_,

(3.11)

times

2<-n<=N,O<=k<-l,

[W(k(O)],=O=[w(k(1)]N,

(3.12)

,

O<=k<--l.

,

leads to the vector valued function Vo: [0, 1]--> each component of
which is a polynomial of degree 2/+ 1; Vo satisfies (3.11) and (3.12). In particular, for

"Folding"

fo

n=2,...,N,k=O,...,l,

[v0k)(0) ], [v0k)(1)],_l (-- 1)kk [+
[v0k)(0)], [v0k)(1)]N 0.

(3.13)

Iterating the linear operator V defined by (2.3) on fo leads to a sequence f of piecewise
polynomial splines of degree 21 + 1 and finer knot sets; their "folded" versions vj can
also be written as
vj

V:vo

or

v:(x) Tal(x)Ta2(x)

Taj(,)Vo(rx)

(see 2). We now have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. For every j d and 0 <-_ k <-_ min (21 + 1, L),

(3.14)

e+l" vj(x) (--1)kxk.
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Proof. (1) We

start by proving the assertion for j =0. By the construction of
Vo(X)- Pk(X) is a polynomial on [0, 1] of degree 21 + 1. It is completely deter< m--< I. It, therefore, suffices to prove
mined by the values of the pkm)(o), Pk")(1), 0_--

Vo,

e.

P"(O) (-1)kk! tkm

(3.15)

I(_l)k

Pk’(1)

(3.16)

k!

ifm<-k,
if m>k.

(k-m)!

0

We have (use (3.13))

P")(O) e,+ Vo’)(O)
(--1)kk! tSkm,

1)’me,+l-o
em+l

which proves (3.15), and
N-1

P(k")(1) e,+l (om)(1) (--1) mrtl!" 2 (e+l)n(em+l)n+,.~
n=l

(3.17)

Due to the special structure of To, T1, we have
~0
~1
(em+l)n+l
(em+l)n

Since

(1,,+1)N--0 (see the remark after (3.10)), (3.17) reduces to
pk,)(1) (1),mVe+l-1
em+l,

which can be computed with the help of Lemma 3.2:
e

+,

2 (1) k-r

"em+

~1

er+l em+l

r=O

if k<m,

0

(_l)k_,

k

ifk>-_m.

Hence

(km)(1)

I

(0

1) k

k!

(k-m)!

if k>-m
if k<m,

which proves (3.16) and establishes (3.14) for j =0.
(2) For higher values ofj we proceed by induction. Suppose
Then

(3.18)

e+l" Yj+l(X)--e+l "Td,(x)j(7"X).

If x--<_1/2, then d(x)-0 and (3.18) becomes

e+l" vj+l(x)= 2-ke+l L/(2x)
2-k(--1)k(2x)k (--1)kxk,

(3.14) holds for
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which is (3.14) again for index j + 1. If x > 1/2, then we use Lemma 3.2 again"

TlV(2x 1)

e+l
r=0

(-1) k-r

2

=O

=0

(2x-1
s=0

(-2)

-

es+l

S

vj(2x- 1)
(-1)

(-1
t=lO

2

(2x- 1

:

-

(-2)-(2x) (-1)x
which is again (3.14). This proves the lemma.
We need one more technical lemma before we attack the proof of Theorem 3.1.
LZMMA 3.5. Assume that (3.1) and (3.3) hold. If A > then there exists C > 0 so
and all k with
k L,
that, for all binary sequences (dj), all m

,

,

= cxm2

3.19
If A =,

k L; for k= l, (3.19) is replaced by the slightly

then (3.19) still holds for l+ 1
weaker bound

(3.19’)
llTa,""" Tal/+l[ Cm2 -<l+).
Note that we implicitly assume < L; if L, then the lemma is trivial.
Proof (1) We prove (3.19) by induction, working from high to low values of k.
For k L, (3.19) is (3.3), and we have nothing to prove.
o
era, 1 m L+ 1 for
(2) Because of the existence of the left eigenvectors e,
To, Ta, with eigenvalues 1,,.-. 2 and the relationships (3.4) and (3.5) between

-,

-

these eigenvectors, there exists an appropriate basis transformation B so that
o
(B-,, em)=
6, and BE= {w; w=0 for rm}. The matrices BToB BTB have
the form

-,

(3.20)

BToB -1

1
0

0

0

0

0

0
2 -L

0

Co
1

0

0

t2,

(3.21)

BTB -a

tL+l,

tL+l, L

0
2 -L

C1

The matrices BIEk+ITdIEk+B-11nEk+, are then obtained by deleting the first k+ 1 rows
and columns of (3.20), (3.21). Let us denote these (N k 1) x (N k 1)-dimensional
matrices by S ]. It then follows that, for _-< k _-< L- 1
-k-

0)

(3.22)

S:(2

where

Cog, C1k are (N-k-2)-dimensional column vectors

0
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(3) Let us now assume that (3.19) holds for index k + 1 ->_ + 1. Then

From (3.22) it follows that

(3.23)

2-(k+l)m

/

Sa,

Sm=[

R+I

Odl

dr-

k
2k+1
C dr
d

k+
S dm

r=l

where
2 -(k+l)(m-r)k+l-dl

"Sdr_lCdk

r=l

2-(k+l)(m-r)(A2-1)r-l’max

Ck+l
r:l

C’2 -(k+l)(m-1)

(2 +-/) m_ 1
A2k+-_ 1

C"A 9 -Im

>.

We come back below
where we have assumed that A2k+l-t > 1, i.e., k
+ 1 or A
tothecase k=l+l,A=.
It follows that the three pieces in (3.23) are all bounded by C’"Am2 -ira (since
k
+ 1 and A ). There exists, therefore, Ck (independent of m or the dj) so that
k
IISd,’’"

This proves the induction step if k
(4) We now treat the case k

2 -(-e+
oa
r=l

..

k

2- ml

+ 1 or A >
In this
+ 1, A

case we find

+
=< C+ 2-(+(-2 -(+(Na_Ca
r=l

C+2-(+l(m-(m 1).
Therefore, the three pieces in (3.23) can all be bounded by C’2 -(+ m, which
proves (3.19’).
We are now ready to attack the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of eorem 3.1. (1) As a consequence of Lemma 3.4 we have, for 0 N k N l,
and all j, j’e N,

0,
hence

(x)-,(x)e +1

for all xe[0, 1], all j,j’

(2) It follows that
sup
ye[0,1l

where

Y(J)=

1
j

if

if;t=1/2.
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Consequently,
j-1

yx(r)Ar2 -tr

=<C 1+
r=0

.

which is bounded uniformly in j and x.
(3) We now use this uniform bound to prove that the vj constitute a Cauchy
sequence in L We have

I[Vj+r(X)--Vj(X)[[- [IT,(x)
T,.,(x>[V,.(x)
<-- C%(j)AJ2 -lj,
which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing j large enough, independent of r.
The vj tend, therefore, to a limit v, which satisfies
(3.24)
Ilv(x)--j(X)[ =< C’},x(j)AJ2 -lj.

(4) Since all the vj satisfy
1 =< n --< N 1,
[j(0)]n+ [j(1)],,
[v (0)],-- 0-- [v(1)]N,
so does v. It follows that v can be "unfolded" into a continuous function f, for which
(3.24) translates into

(3.25)
l+

IIf-11-< c(2-),
if ; >1/2, (t)= [og tit
if Z =, with a [n ;l/n 2.

l+’
where ba(t)=
(5) Formula (3.25) tells us again how well f can be approximated by piecewise
polynomials, and this can be translated into smoothness estimates on f This result is
no doubt well-known to spline experts, but we could not find in the literature a full
proof of the exact result we needed. For convenience’s sake, we offer the following
proof "from scratch."
Note first that, by Lemma 3.4,

{0(-1)t/!

eO+,, yJl)(x
It follows that v;(l) (x) vJ!)(x ’)
definition of the vj leads to

if k < l,
ifk=l.

Et+ for all j, j’, all x, x. On the other hand, the recursive

cl)(x)

l,

(1)

Z ldi(x)Vj_

(TX).

Together, these two observations imply
(I) (X
]lVj+l,
)-vJ’)(x)ll- 2’llT<x T<)[v’)(x)
_--< CAJTx(j) sup [llv]/)(y)ll / IIv(0/)(y)ll],
y6[0,1]

.

which can be used, similarly to the argument in (2) above, to prove that the v(l) (x)
are bounded uniformly in j and x, and that the l) are a Cauchy sequence in L The
limit of the
is necessarily the /th derivative of v. Moreover,

vJ

vJ

I[/(/)(X)- vJ/)(x)II __< CAJya(j),
uniformly in x.
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The remainder of our argument is similar to (7) in the proof of Theorem 2.3 Take
x _<- y in [0, N] so that 2 -+1) =< y x -< 2 -j (a slight extension of the argument can be
used on a neighborhood of [0, N], so that the results are also true at zero and N).
Then there exists m N so that either (m 1)2 =< x _-< y -< m2 or (m 1)2 -j -<_ x -<_
m2 <-y<-(m+ 1)2 We discuss the second case; the first is similar. Then

-

-.

- -

.

[f(l)(x f(O(y)] <_ 2CA% (j) + if,) (x) _jjl)(m2-)l + if(y) fl)( m2-) l,
by the bound on v(/)-vJ There exists n so that x’= x-n and m’2 -j= m2--n
-j
both in [0, 1]; moreover, we can choose binary expansions for x’ and m’2
same j first digits. Consequently,

are
with the

IfJ’)(x)-fJt)(m2-)[ =< IlvJt)(x ’) -vJ(m’2-J)
2 IlTa,(x)

T4<)[V(o’)(rx’)-V(o’)(r(m’2-))]ll

=< CA%(j),
where we have used (3.3), the uniform boundedness ofv{o’)(y), and Vo’)(y) Vo)(y ’) e E,+,
for all y, y’. A similar bound holds for IfJ’)(y)-fJl)(m2-)l. Putting it all together, we
obtain, for 2 -(+1)
Yl R-J,

IX

If(’)(x)-f(’)(y)[ _< C’X3,(j),
which translates to

if

a>

,

If(’)(x) f(l)(y)l <_
and to

[f(l)(x _f(l(y)[ <__ Cllog
if

2

Ix Yll x

Y[

a=1/2.

Remarks. (1) If
L, then we would not need Lemma 35, so that the assumption
a>--5 would never be used. The argument of (7) would work if (3.3) held for a <1/2,

but it would lead to a Hflder exponent a larger than 1 for f(l), hence to f(l) =_ O. This
is incompatible with the fact that f is compactly supported, except if f--0. It follows
that for matrices To, T1 constructed as in (2.8), the constant A in (3.3) is necessarily_->1/2
if/=L.

(2) We chose fo so that v(o)(0) (-1)k!6+1 (see (3.13)). Since, for x<2

vJ)(x)

-,

0v0

it follows that

v))(o) (_)k,.o

Ok+l

(-)k!L,,
where we have used To+l 2-k.,+, Hence the fJ)(n), O k l, are independent of
j. Because of the bounds (3.25), this implies also, for 0 k I,

f()(n) =fJ)(n) (-1)k [+,],+,, 0N n N N- 1,
f(k)(N) =0.
In 1.5 we had already seen that the f()(n) were linked to the right eigenvectors of

(3.26)

-,

M for the eigenvalues 2 but it wasn’t clear how to choose their normalization, explicit
in (3.26). Note thatf)(n)=f()(n) for 0N kN/implies that f ) converges tof () for
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< k<_-1
0_-

(see Theorem 4.2 in part I)" not only do the f themselves converge, their
derivatives up to /th order do as well.
(3) By continuity, Lemma 3.4 carries over to v(x)" for 0_-< k _-< min (2/+ 1, L),

C+l" v(x) (--1)kx k.

(3.27)

The following lemma states that (3.27) holds for all k- L, even if 21 + 1 < L.
LEMMA 3.6. For all 0 <- k <= L, e+l v(x) (--1)kxk.
Proof. (1) If 21 + 1 -->_ L, then we have nothing to prove. We assume 21 / 1 < L and
restrict ourselves to k > 21 + 1.
(2) We only need to prove the lemma for dyadic rationals x; by continuity it then
holds for all x [0, 1]. Take, therefore, x n2 -j. The proof works by induction on j.
(3) If j=0, then only n=0, 1 lead to x[0, 1]. Since V(x)=Tdl(X)V(’rX), we have
v(0) Toy(0), v(1) Tlv(1). Consequently,

e+l" v(0)= e+l" Toy(0)= 2-ke+l

V(0);
hence e+l" v(0)-- 0. Similarly, e+l-v(1)=0, which implies (use Lemma 3.2)

=(--1)ken’v(1)=(--1) k,
k=0. This proves e+l" V(X)=(--1)kx k

where we have used (3.27) for
rations x n2 -j with j 0.
(4) Suppose that the lemma holds for all x
< r-<2 +. If y-<1/2, then
the form r2 --1, rN, 0_-

.

for all dyadic

<_ n < 2 Take y of
n2-,j fixed, 0-

e+l" v(y)= e+l" Tov(2y)
2-ke/l v(2y) (--1)k2-k(2y) k

(by induction)

(- 1 )kyk.
If y _-> 1/2, then

e+. Tv(2y

e+l" v(y)

1).

As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we have
s+l
s=l

Hence

e+l

"v(y)=2-k()
(-1)k-s(1-2y)ss=o

(by induction)

=2-k(--2y)k=(--y) k.
U
This proves the lemma.
As in 2, the condition (3.3) can be reduced to a condition involving only a finite
number of matrix norms or interpreted as a "spectral" constraint:

(3.3)<=> ;(Tol+, TI+,) < 2 -1,

<=> =l rn N

(3.28)
L

3’,

max

so that

[[Tdl""" Td,IEL+II[ /m <2--1.

dj=0orl
j=l,...,m

If (3.28) holds for some m, then (3.3) holds with A

L
2 Ym.
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Even the condition y < 2 -1 for some m N may be hard to check in practice: for
any fixed m, it is necessary to verify the norms of 2 matrices. Some simplification
may occur if the c, are symmetric, cj cN_j, but even then the number of matrices is
huge if m is large. In the case of the Lagrangian interpolation scheme with dilation
factor 2 and 5 nodes (see 5), we find that y <1/2 only if m => 7. Because the c, are
symmetric in this case, the number of matrices to check is only 2 6 instead of 2 7 but
that still amounts to a large number of computations for a fairly simple example. We
can reduce the number of computations significantly by some simple tricks listed in
the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.7. The following are all equivalent to (3.3).

(1) For some m N,
(3.29)
(2) For some N
(3.30)

y < 2-’.
N-matrix B with det B
L

T,;B < 2-

,

O, and for some m

,

where
3m;a

max
dj=0orl
j=l,...,m

with

,

d BTdB -1.

(3 ) There exists a finite collection of "building blocks" D j 1,..., J, with D

{d, d,..., d},

each

d

=

0 or 1, which is complete, in the sense that every dyadic
sequence can be written as a sequence of blocks D and for which

(3.31)

max

t<2 -l,

j=l,’",J

where

t

oo

(1) The proof of the equivalence (3.3) (3.29) is similar to the proof of
Lemma 2.3.
(2) We prove (3.29) (3.30). Since

r.,L KIIBII liB- II] 1/nTL By the same argument used in the proof of Lemma
y <=. C1/’T for some C > 0. If y <2 -/, it follows, therefore, that T,;BL < 2- for

we have

2.7,
large enough n, This proves (3.29) (3.30). The converse implication is proved in the
same way.
(3) The implication (3.29)(3.31) is obvious: it suces to take the 2 "building
blocks," each consisting of m entries, with every entry zero or 1.
(4) Finally, we prove (3.31)(3.29), which completes the proof. Suppose (3.31)
is satisfied. Define K =max {k;j 1,..., J}, C =max
or 1 for each j}. Take now any fixed sequence (d), and n
The n-tuple (d
d,)
can be written as a sequence of building blocks D followed by a stretch of entries
that has at most length K,

,

(d... d)=
If a

L

.

,

max o, and D denotes the number of entries in D then we have, therefore,

liT<""
<_

which amounts to

(3.3).

2-a mc21Kce-K
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Note that the bounds on

y, on T,,;B, or on the tJ all lead to lower bounds for the
L

L
H61der exponent of f(L), since (3.29)-(3.31) are equivalent with (3.3), with 27,,,1
L
2 ’,,;, or 2 max
playing the role of h.
It is, of course, possible to combine (3.30) and (3.31) and to define
(for the
matrices
BTaB-). A bound on the -r similar to (3.31), is again equivalent with

tJ

t-r

,

a

(3.3).

Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.1 presented here relies on arguments which
translate convergence rate to f by spline functions into regularity estimates for f. There
exist generalizations of lattice two-scale difference equations to higher dimensions for
which it does not seem possible to find appropriate spline functions playing the role
of the f; here (one such generalization is outlined in the Appendix). For this reason
we present a sketch of a different proof in the Appendix, a fully detailed version which
would be longer and more complicated than the proof in this section, but which does
not use spline functions.
4. Local regularity and fractal sets. We assume again that the cn, n 0,..-, N
N
satisfy the L+ 1 sum rules (3.2) (with L+ 1 <N), as well as n:0 C=2. If (3.3) is
satisfied, then Theorem 3.1 tells us that f is times continuously differentiable, and
that f(l) is H61der continuous with exponent Iln hl/ln2. The proof for the uniform
H/Alder continuity of f(l-1) uses that, for any point x,

IlTdl(x)

(4.1)

Tdm(x)lEL+, - - < 2-mlAm"

In some cases, more accurate bounds on the left-hand side of (4.1) can be obtained
for some values of x, depending on the relative frequency of the digits 0 and 1 in the
binary expansion of x. This can then be used to compute local H61der exponents,
which may be larger than the uniformly valid H61der exponents for f(l-). More
precisely, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that the c,, n =0,... N, satisfy the L+ 1 sum rules (3.2),
and assume that =o c, 2, with L < N 1. Assume that there exist m N, and tXo, tx < 1
such that

IlTdl""" Td I,+11[--<2

(4.2)

--h

/./,ira/Z0

for all possible combinations of dj, dj 0 or 1, j 1,..., m, with S -’-Ej=I d;.
Let f be the solution f of the two-scale difference equation (1.2) associated with

the
c,, and let f(1) be its lth derivative, which exists and is H61der continuous, with exponent
min (lln 11, Iln l)/ln 2, by Theorem 3.1. Take x [0, N]. Assume that the decimal part
of the binary expansion of x satisfies

r,, (x)

(4.3)

__1

E d (x) tends to a limit r(x) as m ->

(4.4)

0< r(x)<l.

Then the following holds:
(1) For all e > 0, there exist

(4.5)
where

> 0 and C < c such that

[f(L)(x)--f(L)(x + t)l--< fit[ (- if Itl<
a(x)=-min {1, [(1-r(x))[ln/Xol+ r(x)[ln/Xl[]/ln 2}, with r(x)= r(x- [x])

defined by (4.4).

(2) If leo->1/2> L(, and r(x) > (In 2-[ln Zo[)/lln /Xl[- Iln/Xo[), or if 1
r(x) < (ln ol-n 2)/([ln ol- Iln 1), then f(l) is differentiable in x.
To prove this theorem we need the following lemma.

-> UI,

0

as

and
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LEMMA 4.2. Take x[0, 1]. Assume that (4.3) and (4.4) are satisfied. Then, for
all e > O, there exists an N so that, for all m >-N, the m first digits of the binary
expansions of x and x + are identical whenever
Proof (1) Fix e > 0. Choose 8 small enough so that

[1 r(x)- 8]-126 -< e and [r(x)- 6]-126 <- e.

(4.6)

N so that Ir,,(x)- r(x) <= 8 for m >_- N.
<_ <2 -m1+)-1. If dm+l(x)=O, then it follows
(2) Now choose m_-> N and 0from <2 -m-1 that dj(x)= dj(x+ t) for all j=< m, and we are done. Suppose that
dm+s(x), and d,,+s+l(X)=0. Then the condition (4.6)
d,,+l(X)= l=d,,+z(X)
implies an upper bound on s, since r,,+s(x)<-r(x)+ 8, while r,,(x) >- r(x)-8. Using

There exists

rm+s(x)=(m+s)-l[mr,,(x)+s] together with these restrictions leads to s=<
m28[1-r(x)-8]-l<= me. Therefore, <2 -m1+-1_<2 -m+)-l. Since d,,+s+l(X)=O,
this implies dj(x) dj(x + t) for all j =< m + s.
(3) The argument for -2-"1-)-1 < t=<0 is similar. If dm+l(X)= 1, then dj(x)=
dm+(x), and
dj(x + t) for allj < m because Itl < 2 -"-1. If d,,+l(X) 0 d,,+z(X)
d,,++l(x)=l, then s<=m28[r(x)-8]-l<=me. Hence t>-2 -’+)-1, which implies
d(x) d(x + t) for all j <-- m + s.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (1) Since /*o,/1 < 1, (4.2) implies (3.29), hence (3.3), so
that f is times continuously differentiable. By Lemma 3.6 its "folded" version v satisfies

e+l’vl)(y)=(--1)tl!81k

for 0<-- k<-- l,

which implies

v I (y)

v 1 (y,)

El+l for all y, y’ 6 [0, 1 ].

(2) It follows from (4.2) that there exists C > 0 so that, for all p

,

(4.7)
(by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3). The same arguments used in
the proof of Lemma 3.5 can then be used to derive that, for p => 1,
where the constant C may be different from that in (4.7), and where we have introduced
the extra p for the case where/-/g--= 2 for some n.
(3) Fix x [0, N], such that r(x) is well defined and 0< r(x)< 1. Note that this
excludes all dyadic rationals x, since these have r(x)=0 or 1, depending on which
binary expansion is chosen (for dyadic rationals, there are two binary expansions).
Fix e > 0. There exists y > 0 so that

(4.9)

[(1 r(x) y/2)lln/ol + (r(x) y/2)lln 111/(1 + y)
->_ (1 r(x))lln/o1+ r(x)[ln k,[- e/2= ce(x)- e/2.

81 --2- (1+)-1 where Nr is chosen as in the proof of Lemma 4.2
(4) We have x=n+y, with 0<y<l, n=0,1,..., or N-1. Take
min (81, x n, n + 1 x). Then Ix + t] Ix] n. It follows that
Define

(t)
(t)-(X +
") -*.+,
[f(’)(x)-f(’)(X + t)[ I*.+,(x-
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(5) Since Itl < a, there exist p-> Nv so that
2-{P+’){’+v)-’ Itl < 2-p(1+’)-1.
(4.10)
By Lemma 4.2, dj(y)= dj(y+ t) for j <_-p. Hence
V(1) (y v( l) (y + t) 2plT a(y)
T ap(y)[v( l) 7"Py v( l) (’r Py -k 2Pt)].
It follows from (4.8) that

IIv{l)(y)--vl)(y+
(4.11)
(6) From the proof of Lemma 4.2 we have
Ir,,(y)- r(y)l<-_ ,s,
with

Jr(y)-8]-’215 <= % hence 8<-r(y)3"/2<= 3’/2. Substituting this
Ilv</)(y) -v(y + t)ll--< Cptxl[r(Y)--m/2]la’g[1--r(Y)--’/2]

in

(4.11) we find

<= C’p2-[(P+l)(l+v)]{["(Y)-r/2]lln,l+[1-r(Y)-/2]llnol}/ln2
-<_- C"(1

+lln Itll)ltl

<__c,,,Itl<,,-,
where we have used (4.9). This proves the first part of the theorem.
(7) Suppose now that t,o->_1/2>/xl, and that r(x)> 0n2-1n *ol/[n
i.e., /*{x}/x-r0’ <1/2. Choose 3’ so that
r(x)

l-Iln

1-

and

2-=_> a(x).

Choose Nv corresponding to
r(y)l <= 3"/2; hence

3’,

as in Lemma 4.2. Then, as before, for p >- Nv, rp (y)-

,;p<)tz-v <)< a(x)/2 < 1/2.
It follows then from (4.2) that there exists C > 0 so that, for p _->

IIT<y)... Ta.y)le+l

-< 2-<’+’)a(x) p.

.

The same arguments used in the proof of Lemma 3.5 lead to
(4.12)
IITd,{y) Ta.<)le,+ll -< C2-"<’+’)a(x)

(We assume a(x) > 1/2; if necessary we replace a(x) by 1/2+ e.) Since a(x) < 1, this means
that the eigenvalue 2 -{I+Ip of Tdl(y)
Tdp(y) is simple. It follows that Tdl(y) Tdp(y)
has a left eigenvector el+2(p; y) and a right eigenvector /+2(P; y) for this eigenvalue,
both uniquely determined, except for their normalization. By the structure of To and
Tl,el+2(p;y) is necessarily a linear combination of the Uk+l, 0=<k--</+l, or
< l+ 1; we fix its normalization by requiring that the
< k=
equivalently, of the e+l, 0=
coefficient of e+2 (which is necessarily nonzero) is equal to 1. We also fix the
normalization of +2(P; Y) by the requirement
e,+(p; y). ,+(p; y)= 1,
or equivalently, since /+2(P; Y)e E,+I, e+2 l+2(P; Y)= 1.
(8) The vectors I+2(P; Y) are uniformly bounded in p and converge to a limit as
p- 00, as shown by the following argument. We have

g/+,_(p; y)- g,+(p + 1; y)

2(l+l)PTd,(y)

Tdp(y)[,l+2(p; y)_ 2 1+1 Tap+,{y)el+2(p+ 1; y)].

TWO-SCALE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS: LOCAL REGULARITY
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e+2" Td 2-(/+l)e+2+linear combination of e+l, 0-< k_-< 1, we find e+2"
[/+2(P + Y) 2/+1Tdp/l(r)et+2(p + 1, y)] 0, i.e., ,l+(P," y) 2 1+1 Tdp/y)l+(p + 1", y)
Et+2. Hence, by (4.12),
Since

(4.13)
which implies, for large enough p,

116,+(p + 1; y)ll <- [1 + CA(x)P][1 CA(x)p]-lll,t+2(p; Y)II
_-< exp [3C,X(x)"]l[,t+_(p; Y)llHence, for all p > Po, where Po is chosen large enough,

116t+(p; y)ll--< exp {3 C;(x)o(1- x(x))-]ll,+(po; y){I -< c’,
and, by (4.13),

[16t+(p + r; y) 6t+(P; y)ll <-- 2cc’,x(x)"(1 ;(x)) -1,
so that the 6t+_(p; y) form a Cauchy sequence in p, with limit 6t/2(Y).
(9) Any u in Et/l can be written as
U

I+:z(P; y)(e+ u) + u’,

where u’ EI+, since e+_, u’= 0 and Ilu’ll <- C llull, with c independent of p, because
the /+(p; y) are bounded uniformly in p.
Choose now Pl max (Po, N), with Po, Nv as in (7) and (6). For
there exists p >-Pl so that

2-(P+1)(1+3’)-1

Itl < 2 -’<+-,

which implies that x and x + t, or y and y + t, have the same p first digits in their binary

expansion. Then

VO(y + t)--v<l(y)= 2tPTd,<y) TdpyU,
with u=vl)(’Py+2Pt)-vl)(’Py) El+l. By Lemma 3.6, e+2" u (-1)1+1(/+ 1)!2Pt, so
that

v/(y) v(l(y + t) 21PTd<y) Tdy[ (-- 1 )1+ 1(1 + 1 )! 2 Ptl+(p; y) + U’]
=(--1)t+l(l+ 1)!t6l+(p; y) + U",
with Ilu"[[ _-< 2tPC2-P<t+A(x) p by (4.12), by the p-incident bound on u, and the boundedness of v 1). Because A(x)_--<2 -v, it follows that,

(4.14)
-<_ (1 + 1)

1161+2(p; y)- 61+2(Y)I[ / C2v+22-vP-

As Itl-->O,po, and the right-hand side of (4.14) tends to zero, so that v is (1+ 1)
times differentiable in y (with (l+ 1)-th derivative (-1)t+(l+ !)!6/+2(Y)). Hence, f is
(l + 1) times differentiable in x Ix] + y, and the theorem is proved.
Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, we find that different H61der exponents
correspond to the sets Vr,

(4.15)

V

{x [0, N]; r(x)

r(x

[x]) r}.
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These sets are fractal sets. Their Haussdortt dimension can be computed explicitly;
it is given by the following theorem, conjectured in I. J. Good (1941) and proved in
H. G. Eggleston (1949).
THEOREM 4.3. Forx[O, 1], kM, k>=2, and O<=l<=k-1, define rn(x; l, k) to be
the number of times, divided by n, that the digit 1 occurs among the first n digits of the
expansion of x in basis k. For any k-tuple (ro, rl,’", rk-1)= r with 0 <= rl <= 1 for all
k-1
l<= k-1 and Yl=O
rl 1, define

Vr(k) ={x[0, 1]; lim rn(x; l, k)= rl for/=0,..., k-l}.
Then

Vr has fractal dimension 8 defined by
k-1

k-=

H rrl ’.

I=0

,

Remark. Note that the choice rl k -1
k- 1 leads to 8 1. This was to
0,
be expected, since in this case Vr contains all the normal numbers and, therefore, has
Haussdorff dimension 1.
Specializing to k 2, we find therefore that Vr, as defined by (4.15), has fractal
dimension
8-"

r[ln r[ + (l- r)lln (1 r)[
In 2

COROLLARY 4.4. We assume the same conditions as in Theorem 4.1, with 1/2 <= IXo, tZl.
Then, for any a, min ([In/Xol, Iln ,l) < < max (lln/Xol, Iln/xll), the set S of x [0, N]
on which f is Hiilder continuous with exponent at least
dimension d,, with

d=l

[In/Xo[
ifa -<

is a fractal set with

Hausdorff

+ [In/.L

21n2

d -> rlln rl

+ (1 r)lln (1 r)
In 2

if a =>

]ln/Xol + Iln/Xll
2 In 2

with
a

In 2-Iln ol

r-Iln 11- Iln ol"
Proof

The proof follows immediately from
dim

(Vr)

(l-r).
=rlln rl+ (1-In r)lln
2

E!

As announced in the introduction, we thus find a hierarchy of fractal sets S, with
decreasing fractal dimension d for increasing H/51der exponents a. Similar fractal sets
can be introduced if/Zo < 1/2--</z or/z < 1/2-</o.
Remarks. (1) The different H61der exponents, and the associated hierarchy of
N are symmetric,
fractal sets do not occur as obviously if the coefficients cn, n 0,
N.
In this case we find indeed that
i.e., if c, CN-n, n 0,’’’,

,

OToO-1 =T1,
where O is the orthogonal matrix defined by
00

8N+l_i_j.
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We easily check that the subspaces Ul are invariant under O,

OUl=
n=l

r/

1

(N+ 1)’- (-1) "+ inn"

It follows that the Ek are invariant under O’ =0 -1= O. (O is an involution.) Consequently,

T, lv -OlvTolvO-’lv
for all l=l,..-,L+l, and

If an inequality of type (4.2) were to hold for the Ta, this symmetry would immediately
imply that the same inequality would hold if/Xo,/Xl were both replaced by min (/Xo,/Xl).
The different H61der exponents a(x) then all collapse to the uniformly valid exponent
]ln (min (/Xo,/Xl))[/ln 2- e. Some fractal structure can still persist, however. An example
of this is given in 5.3.
(2) The "tricks" in Proposition 3.7 also apply here" in order to verify bounds of
the type (4.2) it suffices, e.g., to check a similar bound for the matrices
BTB -1,
restricted to BEd+l, where B is any invertible matrix. A convenient choice of B may
greatly simplify computations.
(3) In establishing local Hlder exponents and local differentiability we have
restricted ourselves to x such that r(x) lim,_oo r,(x) is well defined and 0< r(x) < 1.
In fact, it is possible to handle more general x as well. In fact, Lemma 4.2 tells us that
for those x for which r(x)=lim,_ r(x) exists and 0<r(x)<l, there can be no
"abnormally long" stretches of 0-s or 1-s. If x is not of this type (it is easy to
construct such x; they constitute a set of zero Lebesgue measure, however), then we
need to control these stretches in some other way. We show here how this can be done
when 1 >/Xo >/Xl > For all x [0, 1 ], n [, we define

a

.

w,(x) min {k; d,_k(X)=O}/n.

Then nw(x) is exactly the length of the stretch of digits 1 ending at n; in particular,
if d, (x)= 0, then w 1.(x) 0. A detailed analysis shows that, for 0 < < 2-",

Ilv(/)(x) v(’)(x / t)ll-<- c[’; r"(x) [’1’) (1-rn(x)) -[- [nl(nx(X)-n(X))+ ’lJb)( ’-rn(X)+n(X))].

-

For -2-" < =< 0, we find

[[(/)(X)- V(/)(X + t)[ C[,z rn(x) ldb) (1-rn(x))
where w l, doesn’t enter because/Xo>/Xl. Now define

?(x) lim sup r,(x),
r(x) lim inf r.(x),

l(x)

lim sup [r,(x)- w 1,(x)],

rl(x) lim inf [r,(x)

w 1,(x)].

Then it follows that, for small enough

Ilv(/)(x)- v()(x / t)ll--< Cltl -’<x)lln’l+<l-’x))lnl)/ln2
<: cltl{t(x)llnx,l+(x)llnxol }

if t->0,
if t-<0.
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This effectively defines two local H61der exponents a+(x), one from above and one
from below. Similar bounds can be derived if o < 1; in this case we need to introduce
o,(x), measuring the stretch of zeros preceding the digit d,(x).
The situation/o=>1/2>/1 or 1>--1/2> 0 is a bit more tricky, but can be dealt with
in the same way. Note that if r(x) is well defined, then (x) _r(x) l(x) _rl(x) r(x).
(4) The two H61der exponents a+(x) introduced in the preceding remark, one
from above and one from below, are particularly interesting in dyadic rational points
x. For such points, we have two possible binary expansions, one ending in all zeros,
the expansion "from above," which we denote by d+(x), and one ending in all ones,
the expansion "from below," denoted by d-(x). For the H61der exponent from above,
we have to start from d+(x). We then have

l(x)=r_l(X)=O
leading to a+(x) Iln ol/ln 2. Similarly, for the H/51der exponent from below, starting
from d-(x), we find

(x) =_r(x) 1;
hence, a_(x) [ln/ll/ln 2.
If o > > 1, we similarly find that f is left but not right differentiable in every
dyadic rational point.
5. Examples. We treat three classes of examples, namely orthonormal wavelets,
the de Rham function and generalizations, and the interpolation functions arising in
Deslauriers and Dubuc’s Lagrangian interpolation scheme or studied in detail by Dyn,
Gregory, and Levin.
In many of these examples we shall use the tricks proposed in Proposition 3.7.
In particular, we shall try to determine matrices B so that the BTdB -1 are easier to
study than the Td themselves. If the cn satisfy L+ 1 sum rules, then a very particular
choice for B is the following:

(-

B,=

1)!(J-l
\ill

LI(j _i+L)
L

for i<=L+ 1,
for i>L+l

where we use the standard convention that the binomial coefficient (12) vanishes if
n2 > nl. This is a triangular matrix; for =< L + 1, the ith row can be written as ui linear
combination of Uk, k< i. It is easy to check that the inverse matrix B -1 is again a
triangular matrix, given by
1

(B-1)’J
1

),+(

[(J-1)!]-1

L+I
i-j+L+l

) (L!)-

forj_-<L+l,
forj>L+l.

Note that for -< L + 1, the ith row of B is a linear combination of Ul,
Uio Because
of the special choice of the first L + 1 rows of B, and because of the spectral properties
of the Td, with their nested left invariant subspaces spanned by the {Ul,’’’, Uk},
k-<_ L+ 1, we find, therefore, that

(BTaB-1)ij

0

2

if i<=L+ 1,j> i,
-i+1

if =j_-< L+ 1.
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This means we are in the situation described in the proofs of Lemmas 3.3, 3.5; in order
to prove bounds on products of the restrictions TdlEL+I, it suffices to consider the
smaller matrices obtained by deleting the first L/ 1 rows and columns of the BTd B-1.
These submatrices are completely determined by Td and by the last (N-L-1) rows
of B and the last (N-L-1) columns of B -1. The matrix elements in these rows and
columns depend only on the difference j- between column and row index. Since the
(Td)i,j C2i-j-l+d depend only on 2i-j, this property will, therefore, be shared by the
submatrices representing BIEL/,TdlE/,B-11E/I. The entries of these submatrices will,
in fact, be given exactly by the coefficients of the quotient of cn e in by (1 + ei) TM.
That is to say, if

then the last (N-L-1) rows and columns of the BTd B-1 will be given by

(BTdB-1)0 2tq2i_j_(S_l)+a.
This observation reduces the study to much smaller matrices, obtained by "peeling
off" the sum rules; this is the analog, in our matrix notation, of the reduction from an
interpolation subdivision scheme S to the "smaller" subdivision schemes S (") in Dyn
and Levin (1989). A similar observation can also be found in Deslauriers and Dubuc

(1989).
5.A. Orthonormal wavelets with compact support. An orthonormal basis of wavelets
is a family of functions generated from one single function by dilations and translations,

Ojk(X) 2-J/2O(2-X k),

(5.1)

j, k 7,

such that the resulting I[Ijk constitute an orthonormal basis of L2(R). A typical construction of such a basis involves the construction of an auxiliary function b such that

(x) Y c,6(2x- n)

(5.2)

for some family of coefficients c,. In order to lead to an orthonormal wavelet basis,
the c, should satisfy the condition

[p(sC)[2+ [p(+ 7r)[ 2= 1,

(5.3)

where p(:)= 1/2 Y,n c, e ". If this condition is satisfied, then there exists an
to (5.2), and the associated q is given by

L2-solution

if(x) =E (-1)’c,+th(Zx + n).

(5.4)

For a thorough discussion of this construction, with proofs, see Mallat (1989) and
Meyer (1990). Equation (5.2) is a two-scale difference equation. If there is only a finite
number of nonvanishing c,, then (modulo some convergence conditions) has finite
by (5.4). In Daubechies (1988) the structure of finite families
support, and so has
{on; n 0,.
N} satisfying (5.3) was analyzed. It turns out that these c, are always
nonsymmetric if we also require to be continuous. If this continuity requirement is
dropped, then there exists one and only one symmetric solution" Co cl 1, all other
c, 0, which correspond to b(x) 1 if 0 =< x < 1, 0 otherwise, or q(x) 1 if 0_-< x < 1/2,
-1 if 1/2 <-x < 1, zero otherwise; the q% then constitute the Haar basis. Apart from this
example, the interesting finite families of c, are asymmetric, and the corresponding 4,

.,

,
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therefore, have local regularity properties associated with fractal sets, as described in
4. The simplest examples are
N=3, Co-

(5.5)
C1

N=5,

(5.6)

l+x/

3-x/
c2-

4

4

1-x/
3 + v/C3
4
4
vq-x/5
1+
+ + 2Vri-]/16,
Co
x/]+ 3S + 2]/16,
c, S +
c 0 2 + 245 + 21/ 6,

-

2 25 + 21/16,
35 + 21/16,
c4 [5 +
45 + 21/16.
c 1+
c

10

Higher-order examples (always corresponding to odd N) cannot be written in closed
form; a table with numerical values of the c,, for N up to 19, is given in Daubechies
(1988), as well as the recipe for their computation. For any N, we denote the associated
solution of (1.2) by
For N 7, we have for instance
c4 -.264507167369,
Co .325803428051,
c 1.01094571509,
c5 .043616300474,

u.

(5.7)

c6 .046503601071,
.892200138247,
c7 -.014986989330.
c3 -.039575026235,
(Note that these cn are larger, by a factor x/, than the coefficients h(n) in Daubechies
((1988), Table 1); the h(n) are normalized by Yn h(n)= x/).
Let us discuss in detail what the analysis of 2-4 leads to when applied to the
concrete examples (5.5)-(5.7).
A. N 3. The c, defined in (5.5) satisfy two "sum rules" of type (3.1), corresponding to /=0, 1 or L=I. It follows that N-(L+1)= 3-2= l, so that E/+I=E2 is
one-dimensional. The matrices To, T1 are given by
c2

l+x/
4

To=

3-x/
4
0

,

0

0

3+x/3

l+x/

4

4

1-x/

3-x/

4

4

3+x/

l+v/

4

4

1 -x/
4

3 -x/
4

0

0

0
3 + v/4

1-x/
4

(1 +x/)/4 for To, and 1,1/2, (1-x/)/4 for T1. Since 1 >
(1 +,)/4>1/2> 1(1-,/)/41 we are in the situation described in Theorem 4.1, with

Their eigenvalues are 1,
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/’Z0>1/2> /’/’1"

Tax

Because

EL+I is one-dimensional, ToIEL+, and TIIEL+, commute and

Tam [E,+x

m-

multiplication

bY 2-

(1 +2x/) (1-2x/)

sm
on E2,

for all rn N. Because we have sharp bounds for the Tax
Td.,[E+I, the lower bounds
for the H61der exponents given in Theorem 4.5 are also sharp, except for the extra e
which we always have to introduce in local H61der exponents.
Since (3.3) is satisfied with 1=0, h =(1 +x/)/4, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that
)3 is continuous and that 43 is Htilder continuous with exponent lThe following example shows that this estimate is sharp.
In [(1 +,,/)/2]ln 2 .5500.
Applying (1.2) to X--2 leads to b3(2-m)= ((1 +X/)/4)mq3(1). The values of q3(1),
q3(2) are determined by the right eigenvector of T1 for the eigenvalue 1, which leads
to b3(1) (1 +x/)/2. Hence, for Xm----2 --)0,

.

]P3(O)-- C3(Xm)l

( +2x)lXml-ln[(l+/3)/4]/ln2--(1-1-2X/)lXrnl’5500""
l

By Theorem 4.1, (3 is differentiable in all x such that r(x) is well defined and
1 > r(x) >

.2368....

In particular, (3 is differentiable in all normal numbers, since r(x)= for x normal.
Consequently, (3 is differentiable almost everywhere, as announced earlier. For values
of r between .2368 and zero, there exists a corresponding fractal set (see Theorem 4.3)
on which t3 is H61der continuous with a H/51der exponent, determined by r, between
.5500... and 1.
In dyadic rationals x, we find that b3 is differentiable from below, but is only
H61der continuous from above, with exponent .5500-.. (see Remark 4 at the end of
4). This is already illustrated by the behavior of b3 near x =0 (see above); it also
accounts for the "jaggedness" of the graph of b3 at dyadic points (see Fig. 1).

B. N =5. We now turn to the properties of bs. The corresponding cn, given in
(5.6), satisfy three sum rules of type (3.1), corresponding to L=2. In this case
N- (L + 1) 5- 3 2, i.e., EL+I E3 is two-dimensional, and obtaining good estimates

TdmlE+ll is not as straightforward as in the previous case. Explicit computa-

for ]ITdl
tion shows that

spectrum To

{1, 1/2,1/4, (x/5 + 2+ qri-6+ 1)/16, (1 x/-f-6)/8}

(1,,, .470467..., -.270284...},
spectrumTl={1,1/2,:, (1-x/]-6)/8, (1 +v/’f-6 x/5+Zx/’)/16}
={1,1/2, J, -.270274...,.049817...}.
The spectral radii of both To]v3 and
are, therefore, strictly larger than z, which
means that we cannot expect better than a Cl-result of bs, with some H61der continuity
for b. In order to obtain this much, we need to prove that (3.3) holds for
1, i.e.,
c2-mAm for some h_<-- 1. Straightforward estimates of IITol ll
that [ITdl"""
and [[T[3[ are much too large for our goal. To make computations easier, we apply
Proposition 3.7 and work with BTo B-l, BT1B-1 instead, for suitably chosen B.

Tlv3

Tdmlll----<
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1.5

(a)
0.068

0.07
0.06

0.066
0.05
0.04

0.064

0.03’
2.48 2.49

25

2.51 2.52

2.5

2.4 98

2.5002

(b)
FIG. 1. (a) The Ll-solution qb to the two-scale difference equation f(x)=[(l+v)f(2x)+
(3+x/)f(2x-1)+(3-x/)f(2x-2)+(1-v)f(2x-3)]/4. The function oh3 is H61der continuous with
exponent 2-1og2 (1 +x/)=.5500.... Moreover, tit) iS almost everywhere differentiable; in dyadic rational
points in [0, 3[ b is left but not right differentiable (see text). (b) Two successive blow-ups of c3 near x 2.5,
illustrating the self-similar behavior of dp3.

As a first step, we choose B1 as outlined at the start of 5, which in this case means
1
0
0
0
0

1 1
1 2
0 2
0 0
0 0

1
3
6
2
0

1
4
12
6

BTdB-IlB,E3(d =0 or 1) are simply obtained by
of their first three columns and rows. This results in

As explained above, the matrices
stripping BTdB

B1 ToB

11B’E3

(5.9)

BT1B_II

o

.470467.
.049817

-.270284...

(-.270284"0

4770467
049817...

)

..’.
,]

as announced earlier, these reduced matrices can also be obtained directly from
(1 + ei) -3 Cn e in. The norms of these matrices are still larger than we would like

n
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them. We apply, therefore, the same trick again and multiply (5.9) on the left by B2,
on the right by B 1, where B2 is a conveniently chosen 2 x 2-matrix. The choice

(

0

1

B2= .33188"’’ 4.92450’’’
diagonalizes

)

B1ToB-IIB3 and reduces B1T1B-IIBe3 to a symmetric matrix,
Ba(B1ToB_IIa3)BI

(.470467...0

0
-.270284

-.238644.
-.095535

-.095535
.018177

.

and

B(B1TB-I3)B

Consequently, the norms of these matrices are given by their spectral radii, which
implies

p(BITIB-IlBE3)= p(TI[E3),
and similarly

IIB2(BIToB-IIB,)BI[I o(Tol).
It follows that, for all binary sequences d, and all m,

=

,

IlTa""" T.III--< c2-)

-

where sn
[2p(TI[)] .540569..., o [2p(Tol)] .940934-...
d, and
On the other hand, a 2[[T[z[] 1/" 2p(Tal3)(d =0 or 1). Since p(Ta[2)= p(Tal)
in this case (see (5.8)), the above estimates are, therefore, the sharpest possible for
o,
Clearly < < o < 1. It follows that 5 is continuously differentiable, and that
is H61der continuous with exponent

.

]log ol/log 2- e

(5.10)

,

.087833....

Since the sharpest estimate for 1 is strictly larger than 5 is nowhere twice differentiable; because 1 < o, there exists a hierarchy of fractal sets on which 5 has a larger
H61der exponent than (5.10). In paicular, the H61der exponent of
on the full set
of normal numbers is

[llog/Xol + Ilog/x11]/2 log 2- e

.487641

e.

The function b5 is plotted in Fig. 2. At first sight, we have the impression that 45 has
a sharp peak at x 1, contradicting its differentiability at this point. Successive blowups
of b5 around x-- 1 show that this peak is not really "sharp" (see Fig. 2(b)).

C. N 7. The cn corresponding to 47 are given by (5.7); they satisfy (by construction; see Daubechies (1988)) four sum rules of type (3.1), corresponding to L= 3. It
follows that EL+ E4 is three-dimensional. Explicit computation leads to

To {1, ,

,,

, -.279620. , .093804.

.},
spectrumT={1,1/2,-,-, .279620...,.093804...,-.014986...}.

spectrum

.325803

Since p(Tolv4), p(Tl[v4)>, b7 is at most once continuously differentiable. In order to
prove that b7 is indeed C and to estimate the H61der exponent of h, we need to
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0.5
0

1.29

1.2865--

1.28

1.2864

1.286:5
1.27
1.2862

1.26
1.25

1.2861

1.2860

.9998
1
1.0002
(b)
FIG. 2. (a) The L-solution oh5 to the two-scale difference equation f(x)= c,f(2x-n), with c as
given by (5.6). The function d5 is continuously differentiable, despite appearances. (b) Two blow-ups of chs(x)
around x 1, showing that the peak of ch at x
is not really "sharp." We find b(1) -(Y)2 1.63845
.98 .99

1.01 1.02

find bounds of the type (3.3), with
1, A < 1. In order to derive such bounds, we
shall again study [IBTB-’I411 for suitably chosen, invertible B. We choose B1 according
to the recipe at the start of this section,

1 1 1 1

BI=

0
0
0
0
0

\0

1 2 3
0 2 6
0 0 6
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

1
4
12
24
6
0
0

-

1
5
20
60
24
6
0

1
6
30
120
60
24

6/

The restriction to BE4 of the matrices BTaB then simply consists of omitting the
first four rows and columns, leading to
.325803
0
0
.106451
-.292267
.325803
BIToB-[B,4=
0
-014986
.106451

BIT1B1 ]Bz4
-1

{-.292267

-.014986
0

.325803
.106451
0

0
.292267
-.014986

We recognize again the same characteristic structure as in the matrices Ta themselves
(the /j-element depends only on 2i-j); the entries are the coefficients of the
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trigonometric polynomial

B2
diagonalizes

2-4(1 + ei#) -4 n Cn ei’. The matrix
8.125871
2.241310

0.315439
2.655918

.144737
.466989

BIToB-IlB,E4, and reduces B1T1B1-IIBtV
-.238104
.034981’’
\ .126825"

to

.034981
-.002306’’’
.080468’’’

B2BTB-IBIIB’z4 /

IIAII

126825"’’
-.004837
.039608

t

The norm of this last matrix (computed by
[P(AtA)] 1/2) is .296060...; since
B2BIToB]-BIIa+E is diagonal, its norm is given by the largest eigenvalue of To]4,
which is .325803.... We have thus proved that

IlTa,’’’ TamlEall C2-"(.651606"" ")"-s"(.592120"" ")s",
which implies that )7 E C and that b is H61der continuous with exponent
Ilog (.651606’’’
=.617926

.

log2

Since our estimate of/Zo is sharp, this H/51der exponent is sharp as well. Since .L < 0,
we again have a hierarchy of fractal sets corresponding to larger Hflder exponents.
Note, however, that our estimate for /x is very likely not sharp (the norm of
B2B1TB-IBlla, is larger than its spectral radius, and it might be possible to sharpen
this estimate by other choices of B2, without losing the sharp estimate on To). The
range of H6lder exponents might, therefore, be even larger than suggested by our
estimates.
1.5

(a)

-I
-2
0

2

4

6

(b)
FIG. 3. (a) The L-solution 497 to the two-scale difference equation f(x)=zT=o %f(2x-r), with c. as
given in (5.7). The function 49 is continuously differentiable. (b) The derivative 49 of 497; 49 is H61der continuous
with exponent .6179....
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Figures 3(a) and 3(b) give plots of b7 and b, respectively. Both plots have been
realized via the cascade algorithm (see part I, 4).
Remark. Estimates for the Htilder exponents of b3, bs, and b7 were already
computed in Daubechies (1988)via a different method, involving the Fourier transform.
The table below compares the estimates found here with these earlier results. With the
notation b C n+ for b C n, b () H/51der continuous with exponent a (a [0, 1[),
the estimates for n + a compares as follows:
best estimate in

as computed

(Daubechies (1988))

here

.5 e
.5500
43
e
.915
1.0878.
b
1.275
e
1.6179.
b
Our present results are significantly better; moreover, they are optimal.

5.B. The de Rham function and generalizations. The de Rham function, as defined
in Part I, 6, is the normalized Ll-solution to the two-scale difference equation

4,(x) b(3x) +[4(3x- 1)+ 4,(3x + 1)] +[(3x- 2) + (3x + 2)].
Since the scaling factor is three instead of two, we are in a slightly different case from
before. This example will illustrate, however, that our techniques can be used for all
integer scaling factors k, modulo minor adaptations. In general, we have (k 1 )-matrices
To, T,..., Tk-1, with matrix elements given by

(T/)q

Cki_j_Nl_k+l.l,

,

,

N+ N1

1 < i,j <

k-1

where we assume that the index n of the c, ranges from -N to N. In this case, with
we have, therefore, three 2 x 2 matrices,
k 3, Co 1, Cl C_l
c c_

T=

To
We have

=_ c

T=

0

3, and the c satisfy one sum rule"

E

=E

=E

.

The vector (1, 1) is a common left eigenvector for To, T, T, with eigenvalue 1. The
remaining eigenvalues of To, T, Te are, respectively, ,-], and For x [0, 1] we
shall now use the ternary expansion of x (since k 3); as in Theorem 4.3, we define

r,(x,i)=#{d(x)=i;jn}

i=0,1 or 2,

where d(x) are the digits of the ternary expansion ofx (each equal to zero, 1 or 2). Then

(5.12)

Td,(

Ta.(,[,

multiplication by

3-2"t-(;+-(;(-1) (;.

By the extension of Theorem 2.2 to scale factors k 2, it follows that

is continuous.

Since

In

is HSlder continuous, with exponent
()ln 3 .36907.... In fact, this example
is so easy (paly due to c 0 for all n) that the HSlder continuity can be established
without recourse to the matrix analysis presented in this paper; we then find that the
H61der exponent of is indeed exactly
(2)l/n 3.

In
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From (5.12) it also follows that the local H/51der exponent of b at y [-1, 1] is
often larger than the uniformly valid exponent Ounifor --.36907
For y n + x, n
-1 or 0, x [0, 1], we find that

.

Ith(y + t) (y)l <-- Cltl

-,

with

In 3 (to + t’2) In 2
In 3

(v)
c___

o uniform + rl_x_

In 2
In 3

where we have assumed that rl(x)=lim,_.o[r,(x; 1)] exists. Only where rl(x) =0 is
a(y) Ounifor On the other hand, there exists y such that rl(x) 1, namely y [0, 2]
of the type 3-J(l +1/2); in these points b is Lipschitz. As usual, there exists a hierarchy
of fractal sets corresponding to the H/51der exponents between and auniform; their
Haussdorff dimension is given by Theorem 4.3. In particular, for the full set of normal
numbers, we find

--

_
In 2

normal--

O uniform

=1

In 3

21n2

31n3-.57938"’’.

A straightforward generalization of the de Rham function is obtained by choosing
1, Cl=C_l=1/2-y, C2 C_2
corresponding to the two-scale difference equation
Co

4) V(x)

3"

4) V(3x) + (1/2- 3’)[ b r(3x 1) + th r(3x + 1)]

+(+ )[(3x- 2) + 6r(3x + 2)].

In this case the matrices To, T, T are

To=

.

+

,T=

+ ,T2

+r -r

0

+r

We have again c3,
c3,+2 1, causing To, T, T2 to have a common left
c3,+
1.
The remaining eigenvalues are
for
the
y, -2y,
y,
eigenvalue
eigenvector
and
is
if
< a, i.e., if
that
continuous
only
respectively. It follows
<
the function
we obviously reve to the de am case; for y
< For
for
for
l+x
is piecewise linear, -1/6(x)=
0xl, and zero
-lx0, l-x,
mirror
and
of
its
a
consists
copy
image of the
otherwise; for y =0 the resulting
Cantor-Lebesgue function on [0, 1].
with exponent
The same analysis as before results in H6lder continuity for
x
n
For
3.
or
n
[0,
1], such that
0,
y
+
x,
r (min Elan (+ )l, (2)l])/n
HSlder
find
a
local
we
exponent
larger
1)]
exists,
ra(x) lim, Jr,(x;

I1

r

,

r

I+ 1

o

In

+

1/212"1

121

=-

+

,

In
[In (1/2 + 3’ )l +rl(x)
if1/2>3’ >-,
In 3
In 3

c% (y)

In 3
For 3’

-

+

In 3

=--, all these H/51der exponents (local and uniform) collapse to 1, which was

to be expected since

b -1/6

is piecewise linear. If, for some y and some y,

av(y)

as
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given by (5.13) is larger than 1, then this means that b r is differentiable in y. This
and if rl(x)=. In particular, b r is differentihappens, for instance, if (1/2+ )=12 1
able almost everywhere if-1/2< y<.05921689....
Fig. 4 gives the graphs of b for the values 2’
(de Rham case), 2’
3’ .05,
3,=0 and y=-.

=

,

5.C. Lagrangian interpolation functions and generalizations. In Deslauriers and
Dubuc (1989), general symmetric Lagrangian interpolation schemes are defined, for
arbitrary integer scaling factor k > 1, and an arbitrary number of nodes. Deslauriers
and Dubuc characterize the regularity of the associated "fundamental functions,"
which are solutions to two-scale difference equations with scaling factor k,
kN-1

c.[f(kx-n)+ f(kx+ n)],

f(x)= f(kx)+
n=l

-1

0

-1

0
(b)

-1

0
(c)

-1

0
(d)

-1

0

(e)
FIG. 4. The generalized de Rham function d for different values of y; (a) 3/= (the de Rham case),
(b) Y=2, (c) 3,=.05, (d) 3,=0 (characteristic function of Cantor set), (e) y=-. In the cases (c), (d), and
(e), c is almost everywhere differentiable.
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where the cn have the peculiarity that Ckm--" mO (see Part I). The cn in a Lagrangian
symmetric interpolation scheme are completely determined by the requirement that
kN-1
p(s)=k-l[l+2n=l
cncosnsc] be divisible by (l+e’+...+ei(k-1)) L, with L as
large as possible for the given N (this leads to L= 2N). The resulting p(:) is positive
for real sc, which is of great help in the analysis of the regularity of f We have indeed
(see part I or Deslauriers and Dubuc (1989)) f()=Hj=lp(k-J); since p(s)=
q(k-J) The quotient
((1 eik)/k(1 ei))Lq(), this leads tof(sc) ((1 ei)/) L
q(:) is a trigonometric polynomial, q(sc)
qn e inC. The regalarity of f is given by
the largest h such that [:[hf(sc) is in El(R); it turns out that these Ll-norms can be
estimated in terms of N and the spectral radius of a finite matrix, constructed from
the qn in the same way as To, T1 are constructed from the cn (see 7, 8 in Deslauriers
and Dubuc (1989)). A similar technique was used by one of us, independently, to
obtain estimates in the Ll-norm of ISCIIN()[, where bN are the functions associated
to orthonormal wavelet bases (see 5.A). In that case, however, the function p was
not positive, and it was necessary to use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to reduce
everything to more tractable L2-estimates, which, however, led to less sharp estimates
(see the table at the end of 5.A).
Let us see now how the present methods, which avoid Fourier transforms, perform
on these interpolation functions. We shall restrict ourselves to one of the simpler
examples, with k--2 and N 2. In this case the cn are

H-I

--n

(5.14)
Co 1,
We have two matrices: To, T1,

cl

0
0

0
1
0
0
0

T1

/o

C_

9

1--,

C3

C-3

--1-"

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
0

6
1
-6

0
0
0
1
0

o

o

o

-6
6
6

o

- 60 0 0 0
0- 60 0
1 6 0
-6 0 6 1 6
o

o- o

0

0

0

0

cn in (5.14) satisfy four sum rules. Because of the symmetry cn c_n, we have
where O is the involution Og 6+g-7. Consequently, T, To have the same
OToO,
T
The

,,

eigenvalues; we find
spectrum (To) spectrum (T1) {1,
8, -6},
where the root z has multiplicity two in the characteristic polynomial of To, T. It
-> so that the best we can hope for is a bound of type
follows that
(3.3) with l= 1 and A __.1 corresponding to [f’(x / t)-f’(x)l < clt[llog Itll. It turns out
that the restriction of (say) To (the same will be true for T1) to the two-dimensional
space associated with the eigenvalue z can be brought to the normal Jordan form, but
cannot be diagonalized. There are, therefore, only one left and one right eigenvector
of To with eigenvalue 1/4, and they are orthogonal. This is what causes the extra factor
[log ]tl[ in the "almost Lipschitz" bound on f. The degeneracy of z is lifted, however,

IITol311- IITIIII

,

,
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,

as soon as To, T1 are mixed: if (dl,
dn) does not consist of only 0- s or only 1 s,
then the eigenvalue 4 of Tdl"’’Td, is nondegenerate. If, however, the sequence d
has a tail consisting of only 0-s or only 1-s (corresponding to a dyadic rational x),
then the gap between 4 and the closest eigenvalue tends to zero as n tends to infinity,
and an attempt at the construction of 3(n; d(x)) (see the proof of Theorem 4.1)
diverges for n o. Iff were twice continuously ditterentiable, then its second derivative
f" would be given by these limits 3(00; d(x)) (see 4); the divergence of 3(n; d(x))
at dyadic rational x shows, therefore, that f cannot be twice differentiable at dyadic
rationals.
To check that (3.3) holds for l= 1, A
we shall again compute estimates for
a
chosen
with
B, rather than work with TO[E4 TI[E4
conveniently
BToB BTB
themselves. The existence of four sum rules suggests at we use for B
1 1 1 1 1
1
0 1 2 3 4
0 0 2 6 12 20
(5.15)
BI= 0 0 0 6 24 60
0 0 0 0 6 24
0 0 0 0 0 6
The matrices BToB?a,,
then reduce to 2 x 2-matrices,

-

-,

=,

-,

B1TBla4

BToB;,

_

BT,B;IIBIE4

_/-

The matrix

(5.16)

B2

then diagonalizes B1ToB-I[B1E4 and reduces
follows that, for d 0 or 1,

B1T1B-I[BE4

to a symmetric matrix. It

IIB2B1TaB-B[BIE4I p(B2BTaB-BIIBIE4)
This implies (3.3) with
1, ,t 1/2. Theorem 3.1 then implies that f is "almost" C 2, in
the sense that f C and that f’ is H/51der continuous with exponent 1 e, with e > 0
arbitrarily small; in fact If’(x + t)-f’(x)l<= Ctlln It]l for sufficiently small t, a result
which was first proved in Dubuc (1986).
Since T OToO -1, where O is an orthogonal matrix (see above), we necessarily
have /x0 =/x, where /Xo,/x are as defined in 4. Nevertheless, we can still improve
on the estimate lITurgy)
T.()III < Cn2-2n for special, nondyadic x. Group the digits
in the binary expansion of x together in pairs, p(x)--d2,,_(x)d2,,(x), n 1, 2,....
Assume that the pairs 0 1, 1 0 occur with an asymptotic frequency larger than zero,
l

p(x) lim inf # {j < n p(x)

10orpj(x) 0 1}>0

Then it can be shown that, for large enough n,

(5.17)

liT(n; d(x))lll <-- C2-" ",
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where A < 1. Moreover, 3(x)=lim,_3(n; d(x)) is well defined in these points x;
repeating some of the arguments in 4 shows, therefore, that f is twice ditterentiable
in x. The estimate (5.17) is a consequence of the fact that B2B1ToB-IBIIB, and
have a common left eigenvector with eigenvalue while also

,

B2B1TB-B-IBI3

IIBzBIToTIB-BI IlB,nlll/Z IIB2B1TToB-’BIIB,4II /2= .150156

.

Here B1, B2 are the matrices defined by (5.15), (5.16), respectively. This implies
(5.18) [[B2BTa""" Ta.BI[Bz4[[-<- C max (8
where C depends on B, B2, but not on n. For large n, the right-hand side of (5.18)
is bounded by

C[(.150156 .)P()()1-p()], _< C4-(.600624...)e().
Together with (5.18), this implies (5.17), with h =(.600624-..)P().
Note that p(x)= 1/2 in every normal point x. The above argument proves therefore
that f is almost everywhere twice differentiable. Figure 5 gives graphs of both f and
f’ (both were also plotted in Dubuc (1986)). Note that f looks "smooth," but that f’

again exhibits "bumps" which repeat themselves at different scales.

0.5

(a)

o
-1

-z-

6
(b)

FIG. 5. (a) The Ll-solution to the two-scale difference equation f(x)=f(2x)+[f(2x-1)+ f(2x + 1)]Thus function is "almost" C (see text). (b) The derivative f’ of the function plotted

6[f(2x 3) +f(2x + 3)].
in

(a).

The c. in (5.14) were chosen so,that, with the restrictions c, c_,, c2 c_2=0,
the polynomial p()= )-3.=-3 Cn e i. was divisible by the maximum possible number of
3,
factors (1 + e i). Other examples, still satisfying c, c_,, c2 c_2, c, 0 for
sum
fewer
satisfy
examples
These
Dubuc
and
(1987).
Deslauriers
were mentioned in
rules, (p(sc) is divisible by fewer factors (1 + ei)), and the corresponding p() is not
positive any more. In order to evaluate the regularity of the function f, Deslauriers
and Dubuc had to resort to other, less optimal techniques. They prove, e.g., that for

InI>
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1 --1 1/2- a, c3 c-3 a, the function f is continuous if a 6 ]-6, 6[. Our present
e.g., we show that f is contechnique leads to better results. For the case a
tinuously ditierentiable. To do this, we shall use Proposition 3.7 again. Since the c,
satisfy only two sum rules in this case, we choose B1

=-,

1
0
0

BI= 0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0

1 1 1 1
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4
0
2 3
0 0 1 2
0 0 0 1

BIToB-IIB,E2, BITIB-IIB,E2 reduce to 4 x 4-matrices, with eigenvalues 3-, __3__16, and (1 +
ix/)/4. The

matrices

B:z

1

0

2y/9

y

5 26v/i
Z
81
5 + 26x/i
Z
81

Z

Z

0

0
0

-y

-1 +2x/i
Z
3
1 + 2x/i
Z
3

where y, z, z’ are arbitrary complex parameters, diagonalize

IIB2BIToB-’B’]I2II p(Tol)= I(a + ix/)/41
For the choice y

.27 +.08i, z’

.3, z

This is still larger than
if we define

,

=B T,

.27

;; [.

BIToB-II,e, so that
.433012

.

.08 i, the norm corresponding to

.

.604342....

T1 is

and, therefore, not sufficient to show that f C However,

ta’"dm IlTd,red
where Td
check that

Z

Td ,ll 1/,

-2

=BB1TdB-1 B2 la,, with the parameters in B fixed as above, then we
to, tlo, tllO0, tllOlO0, tllOlOlO, tllOlOllO, /11010111,
1101100, /1101101, tll0111, /111000, /111001,

(5.19)

/1110100, /111010100, t1110101010, t11101010110,
t11101010111, tlOOlO0, t1110101101, t111010111,
tlllOllO0, t11101101, t1110111, /111100,
tllllOlO, /11110110, tllllOlll, tlllllO

and

tllllll.

are all <1/2.
Since these groups of indices constitute a complete set of building blocks (any
binary sequence can be decomposed into them), it follows that

[ITal

TIII <-- 2-m’m

for some X < 1, if m is large enough (see Proposition 3.7). Note that in order to derive
(5.19) only 56 matrix norms were calculated (this includes candidates that failed, such
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as tll01,.. "), even though the longest sequences of digits has 11 elements. Checking
all 211 sequences of this length would have been much more cumbersome, and would,
in fact, not have been sufficient in order to conclude that (3.3) holds, since some of
them still lead to to >
From all this it follows that the function f corresponding to the two-scale difference
all other c, 0, is continuously
equation with k- 2, Co 1, Co Cl r, c3 c_3
differentiable. It is plotted in Fig. 6, together with its derivative.
For general a, Co 1, cl c_1 1/2- a, c3 c-3 a, we find that

.

-,

spectrum (To)

{

spectrum (T1)

1, 1/2, a, --2a,

1 + x/1 +
4

16a),.

We conjecture that
the associated function f is in C

if-1/4 < a < 0,

the associated function f is continuous if

-1/2 < a < 1/2.

Appendix. In our analysis of lattice two-scale equations of the type
N

(A.1)

f(x)

c,,f(2x- n),

the interval [0, 1] and binary expansions play a special role. This is because [0, 1] has
the following two properties: [0, 1] and its integer translates tile the real line, and
[0, 1]--A-l[0, 1]U A-l([0, 1]-I-1), where A is multiplication by 2. The interval [0, 1]
is, moreover, the unique bounded subset of satisfying these two conditions. If the
scale factor in (A.1) were k instead of 2, then we would define A to be multiplication
1.5

0.5

-o.5

-’z

6
(a)

-2
-4

-’z

6

FIG. 6. (a) The Ll-solution to the two-scale difference equation f(x)=f(2x)+[f(2x 1) +f(2x + 1)]
This function is continuously differentiable (see text). (b) The derivative of the function

[f(2x-3) +f(2x + 3)].
plotted in (a).
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by k, and [0, 1] would be tiled by the A-l([0, 1]+ m), 0 -< rn -<_ k- 1, leading to k-adic
expansions. All this can be generalized to higher dimensions. We can then write

Y c,f(Ax- n),

f(x)

(A.2)

nI

a,

where x e R", I is a finite subset of 77 and A is a linear operator on Rd that preserves
7/a and has all its singular values strictly larger than 1. For d 2, examples of such A
which have been proposed for applications are

A0

AI=

-1

-1

1

1

Ao is used in many two-dimensional subdivision schemes; since it consists of a simple
uniform dilation, the one-dimensional approach used earlier can be transposed without
any problems. The role played before by [0, 1] will now be played by [0, 1] and
binary expansions still do the trick. For the matrices A and A the situation is more
complicated. A was first proposed by M. Vetterli (1984) for a subband coding scheme
with exact reconstruction for two-dimensional images; presently, several groups are
working on the corresponding orthonormal wavelet bases (GriSchenig and Madych
(1992), Lawton and Resnikott (1991)). An interpolation subdivision scheme using A
is studied in Mongeau (1990); strictly speaking, Mongeau uses

,

22

A=
for which the triangular lattice {(rn + n/2,
matrix

n,/2); m, n 77}, not ;2, is invariant. The

maps the triangular lattice to Z 2 and can be used to translate Mongeau’s results to
results for lattice two-scale equations involving A2; we have A2 BArB
A large part of our analysis can still be carried out, even for nonuniform dilation
matrices such as A1 and A2. Since A has only integer entries, and its singular values
are all larger than 1, det A k 7/, with k > 1. The role played by [0, 1] for (A.1) will
now be played by the unique set F defined by

-.

d,
k elements of {A-l(1 + m); m Z a fq A([0, l[a)}.

rathe collection {F+ n: n Z d} tiles

mF itself is tiled by the

For both A1 and A, the corresponding set F is a set with fractal boundary; F is the
so-called twin dragon set. The set F will be the "elementary building block" for the
support of compactly supported solutions to (A.2), just like [0, 1] was for (A.1). The
number N of such building blocks constituting support (f) will be determined by the
nonvanishing coefficients e, in (A.2). We can then "fold" f as follows:

[v(x)], f(x + z,,),

x

F, z, Z a,

n

1,"

",

N,
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where U Nn=l (F+z,) D support (f). Points in R d can then be represented by F-adic
expansions; in particular, for x c F, we define

dl(x) {m Z d I""1 A([0, l[d); X A-I(F + m)},
dj+l(X) dj(Ax- d,(x)).
These expansions are unique, except for x in a set of measure zero (corresponding to
the dyadic rationals in the one-dimensional case with A--2). We can again define a
shift operator r on F by

dj(’rx) dj+l(X)

j

1, 2,

and the equation (A.2) can be rewritten in vector notation as

v(x) =Td,<,v(rx),
where the k matrices TI are all determined by the coefficients cn. We can then derive
existence, continuity, smoothness, etc., of v (hence of f) from the spectral properties
of the T. A first extension to higher dimensions can be found in Mongeau (1990),
extending our original approach, which did not use spline functions. It seems hard to
use spline functions, which are piecewise polynomial and have to be fitted together
correctly on the boundaries of the building blocks, when the building blocks have
fractal boundaries as in these examples. Mongeau’s work, by using appropriate powers
of A, reduces everything to pure dilations, and thereby avoids the fractal boundaries,
at the price of having to deal with much larger matrices Td. It is also possible to deal
directly with the fractal sets by extending our original, longer, and more complicated
proof without spline functions (as shown in Cohen and Daubechies (1991)). Therefore,
we would like to outline here the major steps of the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 3.1
without spline functions. For simplicity, we return for this outline to the onedimensional case, with A multiplication by 2.
What follows is an outline of the proof of Theorem 2.1. The starting point is the
equation

v(x) Ta,<x)
Tdm<x)v(r’X)
=T(m; d(x))v(’r’x).
From v(0), v(1) (which can be determined from the right eigenvector of M for the
eigenvalue lmsee 1.5), we can thus derive v(x) for all dyadic rationals x. Existence
and continuity ofv will be proved if this definition ofv on a dense set can be continuously
extended. This is done in the following steps:
el, the common left eigenvector of To, T1 for the eigenvalue 1, is a left eigenvector
of every T(m; x), with eigenvalue 1;
consequently, el" v(x)= 1 for every dyadic rational x;
IIv(x)ll is uniformly bounded, for all dyadic rationals (this uses the condition
(2.11), together with v(x)-v(x’) El);
we then use that, for small enough t,

v(x + t)-v(x) T(m; d(x))[v(’r’x + 2"t)
together with (2.16), to show that the restriction ofvto the dyadic rationals is continuous
and satisfies

[Iv(x

Ix-

v(y )[1 =< CA

if
y[ <= 2-’. This suffices to show that v has a continuous extension to all of [0, 1 ],
and to prove the H/51der continuity of this extension.
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In the details of the proof, we have to be careful, occasionally, because dyadic
rationals have two binary extensions. This does not cause any real problem.
Next we sketch the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Every T(m; d) has a left eigenvector ek(m; d) for the eigenvalue 2-k-1)m,
1 -< k _-< L + 1, which can be written as ek(m; d)
+ combination of k’ < k. These
ek(m; d) are bounded uniformly in m N and d {0, 1} (This is a purely combinatorial
fact, and we do not need (3.3) to prove it.)
For k<=l+l, the eigenvalue 2 -(k-1)m of T(m; d) is simple; there exists a
k(m; d), uniquely normalized by
right
eigenvector
corresponding
ek(m; d). k(m; d)=e. k(m; d)= 1. These k(m; d) are bounded uniformly in m
and d. (To prove this we need (3.3); the proof is analogous to (7) in the proof of
Theorem 4.1.)

.

e

e,,

< L,
l+ 1 -<_ kliT(m; d)l/ll c1m2-ml,
liT(m; d)[,,/,l[ CA"2-"lqb,x(m),

where

b,(m)= 1 if A>1/2, bx/:z(m)= m,
and

liT(m; d)l,./,ll

c2-mk,

0 <- k <- l- 1.

(Part of this is Lemma 3.5; the third bound is proved analogously.) By taking k 0,
we see that (3.3) implies (2.15), so that v can be constructed and is continuous by
Theorem 2.3.
The k(n; d) converge to a limit for n- c. Moreover, if x is a dyadic rational,
then lim,_(n; d+(x))=lim_.(n; d-(x)). We can, therefore, define k(X)=
lim_ (n; d(x)) for all x[0, 1], lkl+l. Finally (x) is continuous in x.

For allx[0,1],k=0,...,L,

e+,. v(x) (-1)x
(see the proof of Lemma 3.6).
With all these ingredients, we prove, e.g., differentiability of v as follows" for
small enough,

v(x+ t)-v(x)=T(m; d(x))[v(mx+2mt)-v(rx)]
2-m2(m; d(x)){e2(m; d(x)). [v(rx + 2t)-v(x)]}
+T(m; d(x))r,
where we have used e(m; d(x)). [v(y)-v(z)]=0 and where rE2, I1 11 bounded
independently of x, t, and m. Consequently,

v(x+t)-v(t)

(m; d(x)) + o(1) :(x),

1.
and v is differentiable in x if
Higher-order differentiability is established analogously. We find

dk
v(x)= (-1)kt(x),
dx

j=0,..., I.

(There is no need to "guess" the ansatz (3.10) with this approach.)
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All these results for v must then be "unfolded" to state results for f; in principle,
problems could occur at the integers. Since [k(0)]l=0=[k(1)]N and [k(0)],,+l=
N-1, unfolding works without problems.
[k(1)]m, rn 1,.
Here ends our outline of the proof without spline functions.
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